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General Dealers.In Dry
Goods, Groceries. Crockery,Hats and Caps,
Flour, ‘Provisions, etc. ; River st.
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H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Officeof Dally Stage Line to Saugatitck, 9th
street, near Market.
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Grain, Feed, Etc.
86 to

ITEALD.R.K.,Manufacturerof and Dealer In
11 Agricultural Implements;commission agent
Mowlnn Machines* cor.

10th<fc

to

River street.
V

14

Feed.

18

ton ........................
to
ton.A ......................
V 100 fh ......................
Barley. ^ 100 Ih ....................
Middling, ^ 100 !b ...............
Flour, y 100 1b.
..............
Pearl Barley, ^ 100 lb ............. 3 00 to
Bran,

I)AUELS.VAN PUTTEN& CO^,

I

Proprietors

of Piugger Hill*: (Steam Saw aud Hour

Mills.) near foot of Sth street.
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CO., Proprietors of the
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Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildAn X before the Subscriber'sname will donote
ing
material
furnished
at Grand Rapids prices.
Meats, Etc.
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
4
Beef, dressed per lb ......................
4
...................
liT All advertising bills collectable quarterly. VinbMS.P. H. ManufacturerAf Wooden, and Pork,
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8 to io
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Shoulders ......................
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Real Estate aud Insurance Turkeys.
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Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- Chickens, dressed per lb ................ 6
ectlons made In Hollandand vicinity.
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POST, HENRY D.,
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Chicago & West Michigan R. E.
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Effect,
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a

member

of the First church, inter-

only

a

privilegebut
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duty to raise
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voice

In her behalf, and If possible to help stem

Justice of the Pence,
Notary Public,Conveyancer, etc. Office,
Van Landegend'sBlock.
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II.

rpEX EYCK,

J.,

Aitorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of River and i ighth streets!

X

Attorney at Law and Collecting
Agent. Offlcuin Kenyon A Van Pullen’s bank
Eigbtli street.

X

Basils* asl Exchisgi.

Will

II.

M. Haruinuton, N. G.
Rogers. R. 8.

PUTTKN JACOB, Hanking and

lecting, Drafts bought
street.

Col-

No. 191. F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall.
Holland,Mich., on Wednesdayevening, Sept.
24, at 7 o’clock, sharp.

Wynne

See’i/.

Hotel.

'

_

Arnica Salve,

Buclclin’8

I he
world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcer, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilhlaius,Corns, aud all

In

is
dealers in Grain, Flour and Pro luce. Highest market price paid for wheat. OfflCi in Brick iruar ran teed to give perfect satisfactionin
store cor. Eighth A fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17 every case or money refunded. Price 25
Dentist.

rtfiE.D.M.,Dental Burgjon; residenceandofvJT flee on Eighth street, opposite Van Raalte’s

Christian basis ” to me seems to be to keep

this

movement

if

of fanaticism at

not tinged with

a spirit

in

good order and repair for sale

--

for Sale.

—

J. C.

POST.

---

to

inform my patientsand friends

crossing.

mistaken zeal for the

once delivered thine to do

faith

Intelligent r

is to secede

and Join a denom-

ination where there are no free-masons, if

of August 7, thus giving it

such they can

find, e. g., the true

Reformed.

To draw up some resolutions,and
them before the

Ciassis, to be laid by

before the Synod, appears to

me

to lay

them
to be

futile.

Some
fore the

years ago a petition

was laid be-

Synod, requesting an investigation

into the evils of frec-masonary, to see
there was anything in

't

if

detrimental to the

church. The presiding president happened to be

a

mason, and the petition was

referred to a committee appointed oy the
president, consisting mostly

of masons

who had attaineda high degree— a very
judicious appointmeut, as only those nc
quainted with the secrets of masonry are

capable of judging of

its evils—

who, of

course, submitted a favorable report.

we predict no better result

And

if ever those

“ resolutions” reach Syuod.
Besides

it

is well to

fore

wc

for a

moment

reckon the cost be-

undertake anything. Consider
that

Synod should pass reso-

lutions and take measures to banish free-

masons from our church, What would the
result

be? She would have to cut off some
members and ablest ministers;

of her best

she would witness a strife which if it did

wide circulation iu east and west. Thus not tend to the dissolution of the eniire
denomination,would cause wouuds that
this subject assumes a serious aspect.
Brethren, I cannot but fee’ that this will
seriously

check the

prosperity of our be-

loved institutions. It needs no prophetic
eye to see that this portends evil. I feel

would take years

to heal.

But the leudcs of this auti-masouic
movement should consider that Synod
nor any other ecclesiasticalbody can take

that it was unadvisedly published. At any action in this matter, as it is entirely
outside their sphere of ju isdlclion. The
best, the letter and comments breathe a
very ungratefulif not unjust spirit.

Our

question is a matter of conscience—as

we

western churches and our institutionare will try to prove— which every individual
greatly indebtedto the eastern churches, must decide for himself.
I can only in part sympathize with the
as they have always aided ‘'Us with their

money and

of our efimreh, wealthy and ab'e to give, lodge ” is a secret to me, but all I want to
will feel offended, nod justly I think, and do, is to take an unprejudicedview of the
their pocket-booksclosed; facts before us, and then let the reader
the more so as De Hope is the on'y denom- judge for himself.
Mr. Feenslra stales that in the lodge
inational paper in the west, besides being
will

now keep

F. S.

Now

is

LEDEBOER, M.

your time

so closely connected with the college, it is

D.

to insure against dam-

know

is positivelydenied,”

to be tbc prevailing idea

put leave such a denomination. But that such
forth for its restoration. If such be the is not the case is evident from the fact,
case, I can only say that we pursue a which nobody can deny, that there are

and can
crown our

a wrong course,

never hope that

masons

who

live a good, earnest, consist-

success will
efforts. I fear ent Christian life.
Further, Mr. Feenslracannot point out
that we place the blame where it does not
belong, and that we forget that our Heav- a single passage in the first three degrees

I will sell eighty acres of

Drugs, Medi-

Ac

couchcur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particular attention to
chronic diseases,and fine surgery, he hits
TXTALSH HKBER, Druggist* Pharmacist;a
yi full stock of goods appertaining to the bus- 8,000,000.000acres of land for sale by the Atchl concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
iness.
son. Topeka and 8anta Fc Railroad located in Cityol Holland, on Saturday of each week,
Sonthern Kansas,—the parden of the continent. where he cun be consulted during the
famitnrs.
For information in rcgArd to these lands; and how
day.
to reach' them call on or address
Vf EVER, H. A CO.. Denier* in all kinds of FnrL. E. BEST, M. D.
J. C. POST,

KANSAS.

Agent for Ottawa County, Micb.

“Christ

of theology and the unsuccessful efforts

Respectfully,

his services ns a Physician, Surgeon and

ifl nitnre. Cnrtaius, Wall Paper. Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.

quiet aud not disturb the peace of the

being character-

church; and if their consciencesdo not
ized by an unchristianspirii, betraying allow them to hold commuiiion,withthose
loo much a defiant, bavado character, a who “ visit the lodge,” the only aqd best
least as

42-tf

cines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Hr.
W. Van Dbn Hkro’s Family Medicines; Eighth St.

to do

and this I
among my
looked up to as presentingthe leading
generally, that until further notice I will
Holland
brethren.
This
would
make the
ideas of our institution,as we'd as of our
keep my office at the Drug Store of Dr.
western churches. Aud wc would least of Order anti Christian,and would not ouly
R. A. Schouten, where orders for my serall expect such language from such a justify us. but compel us to sever all bonds
vices can he left, nr at my residence on
that unite us with such a society, by either
Eighth street, near Chicago Railroad source. It seems to me that it shows too excommunicatingthe masons or else
much a spirit of revenge for the suspension
wish

Cents per box. For Sale by Heber Walsh
Holland, Michigan.

Farm

of

fumeries. River street.

V

How

be done,” the next ques-

science. Notwithstanding, I look upon

NOTICE.

TTAN PUTTKN, Wm., Dealer in

something must

it? And hero I think
they make a mistake. The “broad

age by lightning or fire, in the Watertown
splendid cley
InsuranceCompany. Apply to
Dmzs and Msdlclnu.
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
L. T. RANTERS.
and school house, at a bargain, 30 acres
TAOESBURG, J. O., Dealer iu Drugs and Medienly Father has ordered it thus, and tnut
1/ cinos, Paints and Oils, Brushes, &c. Phy- of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
it behooves us as children to bow io humsician's prescriptions carelully put up: Eighth st. 40 acres of unimproved laud in the Township of Fillmore. Inquire of
ble submission to His will, abiding His
VfKBNOS, D- Rm Drug Store. Fine Drugs, MedM. D. HOWARD.
iTi Iclues,Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and PerBhoe store.

L

__

of

SEWING MACHINE-A Howe Sewing

I

EACH BRO’d, CommissionMerchants, and kinds of Skin Eruptions. This «nlve

X>

the Lord, piously, and on a broad Christian

counsel, and heartilyendorsed sentiments expressed in Mr. FeensDa's
all our endeavors, except for the last few letter, as the most of it is grounded upon
white shirts ever years, hut for good reasons I trust. I hope a misconception ot Iree-masonry. It is

at 75 cents.

cheap. Inquire

The best Salve

Commission Merchant.

and to Rev. Mandeville; or to
accept the other alternative,that it was
mittee,

to this

machine

^jieciat guticcss.

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
shampooning,hair-dyeing,etc., done at rea
sonable rales. Barber shop next door to the City
14-ly

1)

C.B.

_____

T\E GRUOT,

to limit it to those

town are now for wile at for the best, but there is reason to fear the true that I have no more data upon which
E J. Harrington. The bosoms and cuffs worst. Who knows how many good to base ray conclusions than Mr. Fceps'ra
A RiouLAn Communication of Unity Lodge.
are 4 ply, and the body of tbefiuest fabric, Christians (masons and others),members has, ns free-masonry beyond the “blue
brought

and sold; Eighth

Barbers.

finest kind

De Hope

F. & A. M.

Otto Brbyman, W. M.

VAN

The

it forces

act under convictionsof con-

men who

translated and published in the Christian

you are sufferingwith a Cough, Cold,
rPK ROLLER, G. J., Generaldealer in Tobacco, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, ConsumpFRED. II. MAY, Manager.
JL Cigars, Snnfl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
tion, loss of voice, tickling in the throat,
E. C. Leavexwohtu.Oen'l Freight Agent.
W. BAUMGARTEL, Agent,
or any affection of the Throat or Lungs,
Watcbei and Jo^elry.
Holland, Mich.
use Dr. King'* New Diecovery for ConsumpUloae connections made at Allegan with G. It. &
YOSLIN A BREYMAN, Watchmakers, Jewelers, tion. This is the great remedy that is
K. It. and L. S. Jt M. S for I’laiuwell,Kalamaand dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar- cau.'ingso much excitement by its wonzoo Ft. VV’ayne,Cleveland. Ac.. Ac.
ket and Eighth Street.
der! ul cures, cr -mg thousandsof hopeless
cases. Over one million bottles of Dr.
King'* Kero Diecorcry have been used withgusincsis fjiwcttrnj.
Societies.
in the last year, aud have given perfect
satisfaction in every instance. We can
unhesitatingly say that this is really the
Attorneyi.
I. 0. of 0- F.
only *ure cure for throat and lung affecTJDWARD. M. !)., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
Holland City Lodge. No. 192. IndependentOrder tions, apd can cheerfully recommend it to
Notary Public; Riverstroet.
of Odd Fellows, holds lls regular meetings at Odd all. Call and get a trial bottle for ten
Fellow's Hull, Holland Mich., ou Tuesday Evening
rents, or a regular size for $1.00. ut
YfC BRIDE, P. II., Attorney and Counselor at of
each week
at! Law. and Proctor iu Admiralty. No. 11
Heber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
Visiting brothers arecordlally Invited.

TJARKS, W.

this charge, as it causes the

individualmasons who were on the com-

tion is,

-

If

River street.

And

“

to the Saints.

Stop that Cough.

Tobacco »nd Cigars.

42

8 35

from

because they arc my brethren in Christ—

XX

7
7
7
6

the Synod, and all the free-masons as an

leaders of this anti-masonic movement,

m.

-

frees

and place does not permit me fully to exconsequentlyI have no inclinationto favor amine this “b oad Christian (?) basis,”
them; neither do I wish to be hard on the upon which the work is carried on. If

All

V

was

it

it

to be,

“

“

accidental; but If accidental, then

basis.” Noble resolve, Indeed 1 But time

no mason, nor never hope

&

**

of to

growth.

“
“ «v
“
“ ““
“

“
“

Know

have no facts that I

the tide that threatens if not her dissolu- intentionallyso. Either alternativeplaces
tion at least to disturb the peace of her
De Hope in not a very enviable situation.
members, and sadly impede her spiritual Further, the leaders of tnls anti-masonic

yAN'SCHBLVEN,G.,

V

We

prove that this was done intentionally,
but

Order,

movement.

Great Merit.
But I must forbear to give vent to the
the fairs cave the first premiums feelings that often strive for the mastery,
Isave
Arrive at
and special awards of great merit to Hop
and check the impetus generated by the
Phriiciini
Holland,
Train*. Holland,
Bitters,as the purest and best family medi| 1.40 a. in.
Grand Rapids.
A SH A PALMER, Surgeons, Physiciansand cine, and we most heartily approve of the pure Dutch blood that courses through
f 5.20 “
11.55 a. ni.
Accoucheurs. Office -it his residence, Over- awards lor we know they deserve it. They my viens and arteries, or I would fa'l into
3.30 p. in. ysel, Mich.
t 10.00 p. ui.
are now on exhibition at the State Fairs,
the same error of which I accuse my
Muskegon, Penlwaier
Y
EDEBOER.
B. Physicianand Surgeon: Office and we advise all to test them. See an5.25 a. in.
brethren, viz.: instead of paying due reA Big Rapids. *10.25 a. in.
1-J corner Eleventh aud River street opposite other column.
10.30 “
3.35 p. m. public square.
spect to the consciences of others, to judge
» 0.10 " '
t 10 05 p. m.
An Astonishing Fact,
their actions as measured by my own
Y EDEBOER, F, S., Physicianand Suigeen;
New Butl'iilo
Lj
office at residence, on Eighth street, near Chi.
A large proportion of the American peo- views and convictions.
Chicago. j 1.30 a.m. 12.00 “
dt M. L. S. K. R. crossing.
5.15
*
10
45
a.
in.
ple
are to-day dying from the effects of
t
I was not at all surprised to find that
VfC CULLOCH THOS., Physician, Surgeon and Dyspepsiaor disordered liver. The result
3 25 p. in. J 10.15 p. m.
after the expositionof Ireo-masonaryby
Accoucheur.Office, Van Putteu’s Drugstore,
of these diseases upon the masses of intel* 5.55
Holland, Michigan.
Mr. Edward Ronayue some of us felt
ligent and valuablepeople is most alarm
* Mixed trains,
t Daily except Sunday and Monday.
' CHOUTEN, R. A. City Pnysicinn. Oflice at the
ing, making life actually n burden instead ourselves greatly exercised concerning
; Daily except Saturday.
) First Ward Drug Store, Sth Street.
of a pleasant existence of enjoyment and this scciet society. Nor was I surprised
| Mondays only.
All other trainsdaily except Sundays.
WANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon; usefulness as It ought to he. There Is no by the letter of Mr. A. Feenslra aud the
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago AL oflice at GraufrchapVillage, Allegan county,
good reason for this, if you will only throw
ime which is 20 minutes later than Columbus Mich. Officehours from 10 to 12 a.
20-ly.
aside prejudiceand skepticism, take the spirit which it brealhod, but I was amazed
time.
1>EUT, U. B., Physician and Surgeon,Zeeland, advice of Druggists and your friends, and at the statement made by De Dope in the
try one bottle of Green’s August Flower.
I) Mich. Officeat De Kruif's drug-store.
comments which followed M\ A. Feen28-1 y.
Your speedy relief is ceitaiu. Millions of
Grand Haven Hail Hoad.
stra’s letter in De Uojte o[ July 23d, viz.:
bottlesof this medicine have been given
Pbjtjpxpber.
Taken Effect, Monday, June 23, 1879.
away to try its virtues,with satisfactory “ That the free masons, cither intentional y
IJTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gul- results in every case. You can buy a
or accidently had a hand in the manner
lery opposite this office.
dob* Nsrth.
0:in* Stt’.h.
sample bottle for 10 cents to try. Three
and actions of the Synod in ti king away
No. 4. No. 2.
No. 3. No. 1,
STATIONS.
doses will relieve the worst case. PosiSilllen.
a. in.
p. in,
p. m.
a. in.
theological instructionfrom Hope Col12 20
Muskegon,
1 17
ITAUPELL, 11., Manufacturer of aud dealer iu tively sold by all Druggists ou the West11 47
Ferrysburu,
2 50
lege,” aud above a'l was I sorry to see
Harness,Trunks, Saddles aud Whips; ern Continent.
Graufl Haven,
8 23 11 42
2 54
6 15
Eighth street.
that this loiter witn the comments was
Taken

appointedpresident.

party seem to labor uuder the conviction
From its very beginningI have watched that “sometlring must be done.” And
this movement with a jealous eye, rot
they propose to do this '• something,”not
knowing in what it would result,much “ with carnal weapons, but in the fear of

H., Dealer In Fresh. Salt,

and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; Sth street.

for

and

of our citizens ;

was

of the eastern church, also a mason,

we have all reason to believe that

ject which has of late disturbedthe peace

some

that Rev. G. Henry Man-

enjoying the full confidence

the sub-

ested in her spiritual welfare, I feel it not

2 75

Kanufaetorles,Uilh, Chopi, Eic.

a few words on

394.

wuolo accusationto fall to the ground.

**

rcc,

hesitation that 1 take this op-

portunity to say

spirit of this auti-masonic

.....

V

much

after

of

green .............
2
beach, dry ...................... 2
•• green .....................l
ark .................
@4
k, white oak, ............. (&10

TT'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on Sth street.

\7AN DER HAAR,

paper. It is with great reluctanceand

As

kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

giving this article a place in your

25
1 25

Wood, Staves, Etc,

I)UTKAU A VANZOEREN, New Meat Mar13 ket, near corner EiKhth and Fish Street.All

JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.

me by

"is

Meat Kartell.

Mich.

3

1 12
10
19
09
10

&

Office*

13 andbarnon Marketslreet.Everything

Terms of Sabsoription:

3 M.

30

dO

$1.50 jteryeartf paul in admnco; $1.75 if
lyOONE, C., Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
paid at three month*, (ml $2.00 if
13 Meat. Pays the highest price for cattle.
paid at «Lc month.
Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,
2-ly

Square ................

@

25

...

class.

Editor and PMither.

1

bushel .............

man

deville, a

VTAN PUTTRN G„

a wseklyATewspapee,

Nor

nothing.

THE ANTI-MASONIC MOVEMENT.

NO.

Qrand Rapids, Nov. 25

1878.

which proves that “Christ is positively
denied.” All he can prove is, that the
Order is non-cbrlstian; that it professes no
religion; that it stands on neutral ground,

ation as is becoming the followers of and leaves its members free to choose
whatever religion they please. In this
Christ.
Further, I think that Ik Hope would find particular, it takes the same stand our
U difficultto prove their assertion,even

country does, which acknowledges no

accidentallyso. religion whatever in her constitution,but
The fact that Rev. E.vW. Bentley, a true, leaves it to every man to serve God after
the dictates of his own conscience; and
upright and earnest Christian,respected in
yet no one ever thinks of calling this
the church, a mason, wits appointedon two nation anti christinn io her principles.
committees and chairman of both, proves
[to bk concluded in next nunbeb.)

when taking that it was

/

$oIIaittl

been bad for some time, caused,it is alleged,
by financial reversee. The death of his wife
affected him very much. He leaves a manuscript of the history of the war, which he intended to have publishedthis fall.

4i<S ifltOi.

.Nine deaths from yellow fever and
four new cases at Memphis for the fortyeight hours cuding ou the evening of Sept 2.
The National Board of Health have approved

, HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

forty-

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
TO
•

of the plan submitted by the Superintendent of
Quarantine,for tbe establishmentof a quarantine picket, enciroling the entire city and
snburos. Fifty men have been assigned to
patrol dnty to enforce this new quarantinelaw.

BAST.

Edward Patson Weston, the

last

trian of the world, arrivedat

New York last

Kemper county,
2d inst Defendants

called in the Circuit Court of
at De Kalb, Miss., on the

week

in the Nevada, accompanied by bis wife,
three childrenand a valet Howell, the En-

moved to quash the indictment, but the motions
were overruled. The State and defendants
then announced themselves ready for trial
The first case called was that of Henry G.
Golly, for the murder of Miss CorneliaChis-

glish pedestrian,reached New York on the
day, coming by a differentsteamer.
They come to participate in the great international Walking match which begins at Gilmore’s
Garden, Sept 22.

same

holm.

•

A Boston dispatch

it

The Chisholm murder cases were

winner of tbe Aetley belt and champion pedes-

GENERAL.

says the schooner

Stephen Bennett, from that port for Baltimore,
capsized. Gapt Bennett and the crew of five

An independent telephone line from
Georgetown, D. C., to Cumberland, Md.,

persons and three passengers are supposed to
be lost.... After many years of agitation,the
Oneida Community,perhaps the best-known
and most successfulbody of real Communists
in the world, have abandonedthe system of
stirpicultureor thoroughbreedingof men. and
will no longer permit complex marriage. This
reform is made in deferenceto the mandate of
public opinion.... R. B. Conklin, of Greenpoint, L L, has sold the trotting horse Rarus
to Z. E. Simmons,
New York, for $80, (XX).
Rarus was entered for a race at Hartford, Ct,
on the dav the sale was effected, and, failing to
appear,Conklin and the horse were promptly
expelled from the track, which amounts to expulsion from all association tracks.

nearly

complete.The

is

longest distance between

stations is seventv-twomiles, and the working
of the Edison instrumentsis found to be per-

fect They have recentlybeen need from
Washington to Richmond and Lynchburg,Va.

The

question of ownership of the

newly-disooveredMagada silver mine is caus-

:

ing trouble in the Mexican States of Coahuila,

Durango and Chihuahua. The General Government has ordered all work stopped until the
qaestion is settled,and meauwbile claims all
tno metal taken out, and has confiscated thirtyfour carts of silver en route to Texas. Ten
men have been killed and many wounded.

manded of the Egyptian Government that it that the interfei'onoeof public officialswith
Fainting and Its Cause.be allowed a representation
upon the commis- partisan political management ought to be
Fainting
is so common with soma
stopped, and that the order ou the subject be
sion on the liquidationof the Egyptian debt
enforced. The truth is, that the less public persons, particularlywomen, and the
.... Evidence accumulates of the desperately
officershave to do with partisan politicalmancause of it is so little understood by
bard times in Great Britain. There have been
agement the better it is for the public service
further reductions in wages and the closand for their party. A nubile officercan best non-professioual people that some
ing of additional manufactories,and a second
promote the interestsof his party by rendering knowledge on the subject often proves
party of farmers nave left Liverpool for
faithful and efficient service in performing the valuable. Faintness consists in tempoAmerica.
duties of his office. If yon will send me the
Garibaldihas left Rome and again names of those yon complain of, with a brief rary failure of tbe activity of the heart,
statementof the facts against them, I will see the blood not being properly circulated
retired to his home in Caprera. His health is
that the affair is looked into and jnstioe done. iq consequence. Although it does not
not materiallyimproved. Physicallyhe is
I am glad to know that the rule on the subreach the head, the sufferer loses all
now but little more than a wreck, and he feels ject is more generally complied with as it is
deeply the decline of his influence ..... The better understood,and that the public senti- clearness of vision, and, if not prevented, may fall, the fall not infrequently
ifark Lane L'rpresx, in the weekly review of ment sustains
R- B. Haybh.
the English grain market, admits that the crop
restoring the normal condition. There
prospects generally thronghoutthe United
The Spragues.
is no convulsion, and though he— more
Kingdom are of a very unfavorable character,
A dispatch from Narragansott pier, under probablv she— can hardly be called conand that the season has now so far advanced
that the aggregateresult of the year’s planting date of Sept 1, says: “The seeming quiet that scious, he is not so profoundly unconcan be closely estimated, which estimate will has reigned iu the Sprague mansion at Canon- scious as to be incapable of arousal, as
show a very decidedfalling off in almost every ohet since the return thither of Mrs. Spragno
happens in epilepsy. There are all debranch of agricultural industry.
and her children and the hushing up of tlio grees of faintness, from merely feeling
scandalwas broken in upon yesterdayby the faint and looking somewhat pale to posiFEDERAL FINANCE.
sudden departureof that lady, accompanied by tive and complete swooning. In some
her three little daughters. The son chose to cases one faint is no sooner cured than
COINAGE.
The coinage executed at the United States remain with his father. Mrs. Sprague claims another and another succeed, hour after
Mint in Philadelphiaduring August aggregated that ever since her return to Canonchet with hour, even day after day. It is scarceher children she has been subjected to many ly necessary to say that such cases are
1,894,230 pieces, valued at $2,233,497.Of this
annoyances by the Governor, which culminated serious and need prompt treatment.
amount 1,870,050 were silver.
on Saturday in an actual outburst ou The causes are various. Some persons
his part Her friends say the Govornoi,
OUTSTANDINGCURRENCY.
The following is the statement of United coming home Friday morning intoxicated, are so easily affected that they swoon if
suddenly went into the room where the nurses they cut their finger or see any one
States currency outstandingon the 1st inst
were dressing the children,aud, seeing Mrs. bleed. Their defect is over-sensitive
Old demtml note* ........... .......
61,425.00 Sprague there, said: 'I’ll show you who is
LeK&l-t«nd*rni'le*. all Issues ........ 346,6-'1.0l6.U0 master here ’ and, withoutfurther words, took nerves and weak muscular fiber. The
One-year notes of 1863 ............... 47.145.00
hold of hor arm and shoulder, dragged her heart is essentially a muscle, which is
Two year notes of 186.3 ..............14,000.00
around the room, aud attempted to throw her feeble in some, strong in others— feeble
Two-yearooupou notes of 1863 ...... 23,700.00
out of tne window, saying before witnesses that
Compound-interest
notes ............ 260,650.00
generally in women and strong in men.
Fractional currency, all issues ...... 15,762,060.20 ho would do so. He was preventedfrom carrying his threat into execution by those present Whatever weakens the heart and mus-

$

.

!

The children were half-dressed, and screaming cles commonly produces faintness,
with fright Mrs. Sprague began quicklyto close, foul air being an active cause.
BANK REDEMPTIONAOENCY.
Followingis a statomoutof the operations of make preparationto leave, and, Satur- Whatever greatly affects the nerves,
afternoonabout 5:30, quietly
the National Bank RedemptionAgency for August: National-banknotes disposedof during took her departure, accompaniedby such as bad news or the sight of the
It is a statuesqueportrait of Custer in his last ledger.
tno month: Notes fit for circulation assorleu her throe children, their nurses, and lug- disagreeableor horrible, may induce a
and fatal fight It is eight feet in height, and
The report of the business of the and returnedto the banks of issue, 94,032,200; gage. So well were her plans arranged that swoon, and loss of blood is another and
dressedin a Colonel's uniform.
notes unfit for circulation assorted and deliv- the Governor and his nephew, Arthur Watson,
The body of a boy has been picked port of Baltimore for the month of August ered to the Comptrollerof the Currency for who were keeping watch upon her movements, a serious incitement. Sound health,
shows an increase iu the amount of grain reup in the North river, with the hands and feet
destructionand repheemout wi'h now notes, knew nothing about her departure until the naturally accompanied by firm nerves
ceived of over 1, (MX), 000 bushels, the receipts
securely bound.
and muscles,is the best preventive of
$2,7:15,500;notes of failed,liquidating, and re- party had a good hour’s start and were many
being 5,548,000 bushels, all but 300,000 bushels
ducing banks deposited iu the treasury of the miles away. A suit for separation, brought by faintness. The majority of vigorous
THK WEST.
of which was exported.... A French line of United States,$519, OX). Total for August, either husband or wife, will probably be at
running to Baltimore has been estab- 1879, $7,287,300;total for August, 1878, $18,- once institutedto settlethe right to the control men go through all kinds of severe and
A Chicago commercial paper pub- steamers
lished of late for the express purpose of transof the children. ',
painful experiences without fainting,
471,450.
lishes advices from 308 countiesin the North- porting grain.
Tin NATIONAL DANES.
while delicatemen and many women
west regardingspring wheat The increase in
A Bee's Queer Home.
Daring but unsuccessful attempts The Comptrollerof the Currency reports the
swoon
at trifles.American women,
acreage is 12.26 per cent : the average yield
amount of national-bankcirculation outstandFor pome time Mr. Joseph H. Her- who used to faint continually—in
per acre, 12.92 bushels, against 11.42 last year. were made last week in Toronto to abduct ing, on the 1st inst., $329,344,147, exclusive of
The aggregate yield is placed at 137, 849, 61 5 George Brown, the head of the Government $1,448,840 of nationalgold bank notes. Total ron, of Alexander
Co., bankers, has crowds, at bad news, at scenes of disbushels,against 108.744,374 bushels last year. and editor of the Globe, and Robert Jaff ray, a increase of national-bank circulation since the
noticed a small, yellow striped bee or tress— now faint comparatively seldom ;
The qualityis generallyreported better than leading merchant The latter was carred into let of January last, $7,021,293.The amount
wasp like insect flying around his red- and the fact is ascribed to their relinlast
s.
a marsh, but regained his liberty after a of increase in" the month of Jauuarv was
$007,975; Feoruarv,$1,648,401; March, $1,081, '- ink bottle,and in the morning noticed quishment, for the most part, of the
The protractedfight of the Western desperatefight.
026; April, $2,018,684; May, $393,901; Juno, bits of worms now end then scattered habit of lacing, to their increasedexerrailroad lines has been brought to a conclusion,
WASHINGTON.
$151,386; July, $266,240; August, $853,410. about the desk. No attention was paid cise in the open air, and their better
though a vigorous pressure exerted by the
The Secretary of War has reviewed There has been an increaseof legal- tender to the matter till one morning as he sat physical conditions. Not -one Amerinotes deposited for the purpose of retiring cirEastern trunk lines. The old schedule is
the proceedings and findingsof the court- culationsince the 1st of January, 187J, of down to work he observed the little can woman faints to-day where, thirty
again operative,and the days of riding for
$2,285,273.The amount of 10-40 bonds ou de- yellow striped insect crawl out from the years ago, twenty-five women fainted,
nothing, with free drinks and chroraos thrown martial of Jan. 10, 1864, by which Surgeon
posit as socurityfor circulating notes at nain, are ended for the present.... After nearly General Hammond was dismissed from the
belly of the telescope pen handle which and the diminution of the disorder, alfour weeks of imprisonment for contempt of service, and recommendsthat the findings and tional bank* is #10,512,900.
he
used only as a red-ink pen, and fly ways the result of direct causes, is an
PUBLIC-DEBT STATEMENT.
court and refusing to obey its order, the ex - sentencebe annulled and set aside, and that in
out
of the window. After a while it unmistakableevidence, which other
accordance
with
the
authority
conferred
by
the
Following
is
the
regular
monthly
debt
stateecutors of Brigham Young's estate have lieen
the marked
releasedthrough a successfulappeal to the act of March 15, 1878, the name of William A. ment, issued by the United States treasury on came back with a small white worm, things corroborate,
Bupreme Court of the Territory,which re- Hammond be placed on the retired list of the the 1st inst :
alighted on the pen rack, and then ameliorationof the health of the highlyversed Judge Borfeman’sorder of commitment array as Burgeon General,without back, pres- Mix per cent, bonds. .. .$283,681,850
crawled into its “home” inside the pen. organized,extremely sensitive, but
ent or future pay, or allowance of any kind Five per cent, bonds . 608,440,350
and orderedthe discharge of the prisoners.
Subsequent observation proved that flexible and enduring, women of our
whatsoever. The recommendationof the Four and half per cent.
Advices from the West report that Secretary of War has been approvedby the
bonds ................250,0f'0,0«)
Mr. and Mrs. Yellow Jack had built oomplex race.
Four per cent bonds.. 736,3'*8.UUU
Col Miles has returned to Fort Keogh with President
their
nest inside the penholder, and
Refunding certificates. 4.W6.60U
his command, consistingof seven companies
The Internal Revenue Bureau has Navy pension fund ..... 14,000,000
were rearing their littleswarm within its
Southern Centennials.
of the Fifth infantry, bringingwith him nearly
prepared a statementshowing that the number
Total coin bonds .............. $1,796,917,000 ebon-cased cylinder. This particular
1,000 half-breeds, who have l>een furnishing
A movement is being made, in which
3 41,140,910 pen was only used in the evenings,
arms and ammunition to the Indians between of gallons of spiritsproduced during the fiscal Matureddebt ..........................
prominent citizensof North Carolina,
the Yellowstone and the boundary line. He year of 1879 was 71,892,617, against 56,153,053 L-Kal-tenders.......... $3-16.742.441
when
balances
were
being
made
with
Certincaiesof deposit. 85.175.000
has cleared the country of all roving bands, gallons in 1878. The gallons withdrawn from
! raotiouaJcurrency .... 15,7b2.064
red-ink lines, and then the inmates South Carolinaand Georgia have united,
and driven Bitting Bull’s followersacross the bond with tbe tax paid, in 1879. numbered Gold aud silvercertifishowed no inclination to be disturbed. looking to the fit observance of the imAmerican line, besidesbreaking up the illicit 57,896,779,and in 1878 there were 79,573,639.
cates ................. 18.410,560
The
gallons
withdrawn
from
bond
for
export,
What a curious place to be penned np portant action of King mountain, near
traffic in arms and ammunitionbetween the
half-breeds and hostile Indians. The campaign in 18?.l were 14,837,581, against 5,499.252 in
Total without interest .......... 416,090,656 from day to d&y.—Monongahela(Pa.) the southern boundary of tbe former
was very successful considering the small loss 1878. The gallons landed abroad in 1879 were
State, Oct. 7, 1780. The victory of the
Republican.
7,799,071,and in 1878 the number was 3,364,- Total debt.
........................
$2,254,147,866
of Miles.
Americans in that battle was really the
Unclaimed
Pacific
railroad
Interest
7,927
616. The gallons remaining in bonded wareA Ten-Cent Conscience.
A San Francisco dispatch says that house, June 30, 18?.), were 19,208,478, and on Total interest .........................
19.31 1,466
turning point of the war. It is worth
Cash In treasury .................... 243,696,228
Charles De Young, who attempted to assas- Juno 30, 1878, only 14,088,773.
The Acting Secretaryof the Treasury- remarking that the very next success of
sinate L B. Kalloch, has been admitted to bail
The disbursements on account of arDebt leu* cash In treasury Sept, l.f 2, 029, 766,294 received a postage-stamp to the amount the patriot arms of any importance was
Decrease during August .............. 3.527,395 of 10 cents from an unknown person, at the Cowpens, not far from Kings
in the sum of 125,000.
rears of pensionsalready amount to $12, 030,Increase since June 30 ............... 2,558,948
A San Francisco dispatch says the 996, paid to 24,779 claimants, an average of
who is evidently conscience-stricken.mountain, Jan. 17, 1781, where Tarletan
CUBBEKT LIABILITIES.
4.693.522 The stamp was forwarded in an envel- was badly whipped. This event ought
Eureka stage-coachwas stopped above something over $500. The Commissionerof Interestdue and unpaid .............
Debt on which interest Las ceased.... 41.140,910
Nevada City by twelve masked men, the ex- Pensions expresses the opinionthat the total of Interestthereon ......................
1,836,667 ope postmarked Philadelphia, with a to be celebrated, and doubtless will be
claims will como within the appropriationof Gold and silver certificates............ 18,410,660 statement to the effect that the sender
when the tally of 100 years is compress bag taken, and the passengers made to
$2ti, 000,000.
United States notes held for redempstand up in the road and deliver their personal
many years ago while at school had suc- pleted. Guilford Court House, in
Uou
of certificates of deposit ....... 35.175.000
property. William F. Cummings, banker, of
Some little amusement has been Cash balance available Sept. 1, 1879.. 142,419,678 ceeded in erasing the cancellation mark North Carolina, March 15, 1781, comes
Moore’s Flat, resisted tbe robbers when they
caused in Washingtonby the diecDvery of a
from one or two stamps which had been next in order, followed Sept. 8, of the
attemptedto take a gold bar belonging to
Total ...........................
$ 2)3,696,2/8
illicitdistillery directly in front
used, and had used them again. Now same year, by the engagement at Eutaw
him, and was shot through the head and in- well-appointed
AVAILABLE ASSETS.
stantly killed.
of the White House, and only two blocks and a Cash In treasury ....................
.$ 243.fi!Xi.2vS that he knows such action was wrong, Springs, which preceded the fall of
A Cincinnati dispatchsays the bodies hilf from it, and sitnated where the smoke Bonds Issued to the PsciflcRailroad
he desires to repay tbe Government the Yorktown by just forty* one days. The
from its fires could be seen from the White
Companies, Interest payable iu law*^_ ___
jynount “justly due,” aud, to make it Northern centenniallist closed with the
of two woiuen’and a little girl were found in a House windows,and from those of Commisful money: Principal outstanding..$ 64, 623,. ft}
house at Waynesville, Ohio, a stationon the Lit- sioner Raum’s office. The capacity of the still Interestaccrued and not yet paid ..... 616,235 “dead sure,” inclosed stamps to the brilliant actions at Stony Point and
was found to be about 300 gallons.
Interestpaid by the United States .... 43.712,450 amount of 10 cents, which were covered Paulus Hook, in July, 1779. The bulk
tle Miami railroad. They were all evidently
Interest repaid by transportation of
murdered some days ago, as the stench from
into the conscience fund.— Washington of the fighting afterward was in the
POLITICAL.
mails, etc.., .......................
12,710,188
the bodies was dreadful They are supposed
Star. _
South. It is the Southerners’turn now
balance of interest paid by the United
The
Republicans
of
Minnesota
held
to be Mrs. Hatte, her sister and her sister’s
States .............................. 81, (>02,261
to centennialize.
child. Very little is as yet known about the af- their State Convention at Bl Paul on the 2d
New York Wreen backers.
SILVER CIRCULATION.
fair.
inst. John 8. Pillsbury, presentincumbent,was
The
Nrw
York Greenback Btate Convention
During August the silver payment* from the

The

statue to Gen. Custer, by WillThe celebrated fast-trottinghorse
iam MacDonald, has just been unveiled at West Rarus has again changed hands, and is now the
Point. The statue cost something over J15,(XX).
propertyof Robert Bonner, of the New York

Total

............................
$863, 852,00540
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THE SOUTH.

nominated for re-election to the Governorship
on the first ballot, and C. A. Gilman, of Bt.

At Memphis, for the three days end-

Cloud, was nominated for Lieutenant Governor, on the fourth ballot

ing at6 o’clock p. m., Aug. 27, there were twenty-two deaths from lyellow fever, and ninetyfour new cases. Several prominent citizens had

POREIGN.

been attacked by the disease.Among the
deaths was that of Miss Fannie B. Moores, of
Little Itock, Ark., a daughter of the late Solon
Borland,ex-Uuited States Senator, and a lady
of fine literaryability. The Governor of Tennessee has issued a proclamation urging the
people of tbe State to contributeaid to suffering Memphis. Several cases of fever are reported at New Orleans. The wife of the oxConfederateGen. J. B. Hood died of the disease. and Gen. Hood himself and one of his
children were down with it Two deaths from
yellow fever are reported from St Louis, and
there are said to be other cases scattered about
the city.

Mrs. Chisholm has gone

to

From South America there comes
news of serious

riots at

Santiago,the capital of

Chili,in consequence of popular discontentat
the conduct of the war ____ Sir

Rowland Hill, of

England, the fonnder of the cheap-postage
system,and one of the original movers in Australian colonization, has just died in London,
aged 84 years.

A report comes by

the

way

of Japan that

store-ship of the Nordenskjold Arctic

expedition has been lost ....Not long ago the

Cuban Junta

in

New York threatenedto renew

the insurrection in the island. The threat has
been fulfilled. Two bands of insurgentshave
taken the field— one in the Helgin district,ou
the north shore; the other in the Santiago do

Kemper

county, Miss., to attend, as a witness, the trial

of the partiesaccused of the murder of her

Cuba district on the south— both near the
husband, Judge Chisholm. She was acoomeastern end or the island.
pauied by Gen. Stewart L Woodford, United
States District Attorneyat New York, who will
At a meeting of the AssociatedCham-

assist in

the prosecution.

United States treasury and United Btatea mints was held at Utica, Aug. 29. Commodore Willamounted to $1,865, (XX), exclusive of the amount iam Voorheee presided.
returnedfor silver certificates. The aggregate
A delegate from Corning advocated a coaliweight of the coin thus distributedis fifty-six
tone.
tion with the soft- money Democrats, and nomBOND CONVERSIONS.
inated Allen C. Beach. The name was received
Up to Sept 1 the receiptsof refundingcerwith storm of hisses, and a recess was taken.
tificatesfor conversioninto 4-per-cent bonds
After recess, Richard Schell,of New York
aggregated$35,7(Xi,lX)U.The total issues of the
city, was nominated for Governor^The nomi4-per-cent, loan by the Treasury Department
nation was receivedwith hisses, cheers, ami
amounted to $740,795,300, leaving $720,000 not
great confusion. Mulford, of New York, said
yet disposed of.
ho and those whom he representedwoiilrl bolt
SILVER DOLLARS.
the nominationof Schell, aud put a now ticket
The number of standardsilver dollars coined
iu the field, with a now organizationbehind it.
daring August was 2,787,050; number coined
The name of Richard Scholl was withdrawn.
up to Sept 1, 40,237,050.
HArris Lewis was then nominate 1 for Governor. and John WcilingforLieuteu-ntGovernor,
Elect ions This Fall.
both by acclamation. The ticket was thou comElections will lie held in the followingStates pleted by the nomination of P. K. McCann for
Boer o tar y of Btate, John A. Shannon for Compon the days named :
troller, Julian. Winnie for Treasurer,George
Maine, Bopt 8.— Governor and members 6f Wright for At orney General
Legtelatnro.
O uo, Oct 14 — State oflicorsand members of
Legislature.
Iowa, Oct 14.— State officers, members of
Legislature, aud one Congressman to fill a va-

cancy.
Maryland. Nov. 4.— State officersand

mem-

Grant and

the Presidency.

Washinoton,Ang.

31.

The Hon. Elihu B. Washburne, who is summering on the Eastern coast, has recently re-

THE MARKETS.
NEW YORK.
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Pork— Mea* ....................
one of these correspondents the President, a
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
few
days
since,
addressed
tlie
following
reply:
It is a noticeable fact that, the smaller Cattle- Best ........ ............. 5 no © 5 2.5
niendous deficiency, and it is well for America
My Dear General: I have your note as to a traveling salesman’s salary is, the
Fair ...................
... 4 50 © 4 65
m
/he (ever Gee
7e7ve1 kr i r.™"e
Ul“,6d 8“,,>8 tbe inteferenceo of Federalofficeholders in the
Common ..............
© 4
ebildreo.the eldest 10 yetre. the toudm.! I h ™ 'lie meene of eupplying it,1'
larger
seal-ring
he
wears
and
the
more
RepublicanCounty Conventions.Thisiathefirst
(twins) 3 weeks. His physical conditionhad
The United States has officially de* I have heard of it. I agree with you room he takes np at the hotel table.
SUEM* .........................

^h

m

C

|

hj

94

54
Rye.
Pork— Mesa .......................
8 W> © 8 2 )
...........................
6}4© 5(5

No. 2 Rod .............
Charges have been preferred from church. ^.When he made his last purCorn- No. ....................
___
________________________
the
only countries
in Europe in which the wheat
different parte of the country before chase he also bought some whiskyfor Uata-No. ....................
DEniorr.
tntaUumber to 5atl0^T%!l)pr i ^irve8th<8 eveu approached an average yield. the President against Federal officials himself.The two demijohns got mixed,
T*king 100 as representing what the crop
Flocb— Choice .................
for active interferencein the managementof and on the following Sunda y ihe com
Wheat-No. 1 White ..............
™u,d ** ^or Arable circumstances,.ca political oonveutidns,and he has been asked
famiUOM, 132 white and 61 colored.— At
No. 1 Amber... ..........
OrWn* no additional
I cab,e di>P»tcl‘ the following figures as
municants received whisky instead of Corn— No.
whether his Civil-Service order is still in force,
....................
...
wine,
some
of
the
sisters
being
considjwrted*'for the thr*
“i
Oat*—
Mixed
.................. ...
or whether, as has been stated in various quarBaulky
q*er
cental)
............
.
.. 1
ters, he now regards it as a dead-letter.To erably choked by the strong liquids

ri***
d.^

5?
hi

654© 5&

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No.

.

British Government, is consideredso important

6

.

1

a questionthat a royal commissionhas been
appointedto consider the matter.

47
81
63
95

.............................
2 50 (a 8 55
50
75

Floub— Fancy White Winter Ex. . 4 75 <a 5
. G"od to Choire hiiriUKEx. 4 Ml ©4
Whea*-.\'o. 2 spring .............Hi
No. 8 Spring .............M
Con*— Xo. 2 ....................... 32
Oat*— No. 2 ..............
21
Uye-Xo. 2 ........................ 48

bers of Commerce of the United Kingdom at
ceived a letter from Gen. Grant, saying that
the Belfast Ireland, a resolutionwas passed to bers of Legislature.
those who expect him, upon his return to the
Massachusetts,
Nov.
4.— State officers and
evening of Aug. 29, twenty-seven new cases memorialize the Government for the appoint- members of Legislature.
United Btatos. to enter into a Presidential
ment of a Parliamentarycommittee to inquire
of fever and seveu deaths from the plague
. Minnesota.Nov. 4.— State officers and memcmnaign will he greatly mistaken. He says
into the effect of the depreciationof silver
were reported to the Memphis Board upon the commercial interests of Great Britain, bers of L^gi-lrtture.
that,’ in his Presidential
term of eight years,
Now York, Nov. 4.— State officers and mdm- he has received whatever honor attacues’to the
of Health. New Orleans dispatches of and to consider what, if any, legislative action
bers
of
lygisLtnra.
Aug. 30 report the disease spreading in that is desirablethereon.... One thousand cotton
po>-ition,and that ho does not detiro to be
Wisconsin, Nov. 4.— State officers and mem- President again, and doos not conceive of any
city ..... Henri Stewart and William Elliott operatives have struck in Glasgow.
.The offiwere hanged at Fort Smith, Ark., Aug. 29, for cial report on the fire at Irkutsk, which de- bers of Legislature.
possible circumstances which could induce r™ ...........
8
»••*#•••••••••
Missis-ippi.Nov. 4. - Members of Legislature.
murder committed in the Indian Terntory.
him to consent to be a candidate; still, while Pork— Me**..
stroyed about 2C0 houses, shows that sixty lives
Now Jersey, Nov. 4.— Meralwrsof Legislature. all this is true, he adds that, if it should hap- Lard .............. .......
CINCINNATI.
There were fifteen deaths from yal were loet, the greaternumber being childrea
Pennsylvania,Nov. 4.— State Treasurer and pen at any time that the Republican party
Wheat ...........................
Colonial defense, a topic which is mem'-enof Legislature.
low fever at Memphis, for the two days ending
should need him for any purpose,he would Corn ........
»••••••••••«
Louisiana, Dec. 2.— On the adoption of the uoi fail to respond.
on the evening of the 3lst nil Fifty-eight new becoming uppermostin the councils of the
Oats ........
cases were reported to the Board of Health iu
the same time. The authoritiee were confident
that there would be an early abatement of
the plsgue. The total number of new cases re
ported for the week was 171— white, 87; colored,
84. Total number to date, tH8. Total number

m

Breves -Choke Greded Steer* ..... 4 75 (& 5 25
Cow* and Belter* ........*/ 25 $ X 75
Medium to Fair ..........4 no ©4 40

..................... HI
No. 2 ..................... Hi
Corn— Xo. 2 ....................... 32
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 21
Rye- No. ........................ 48
Bahley— No. 2 .................... 67
ST. LOUIS.
Wukat-No. 2 Red Fall ............ 94
Corn— Mixed ...................... »l
Oat*— No. . ....................... 22

For the two days ending on

.

$

c-.*

no
95
12){

;

of^oVvi^

'

.

•

S. S. Foss, for forty years editor of 87 cente

SABBATH READING.

per bushel this would bring

Patriot, $40,000,000. The average yield is 194
who died not long ago, was the first bushels to the acre. Indiana, it is
man to apply steam to printing in Rhode claimed, has a crop of over 40,000,000

the Woonsocket (R. I.)

Island, and, besides being a practical bushels. Michigan one of 32,000,000.
printer, was a
etic talent.

man of

,

literary

and po- Ohio of over 30,000,000. Minnesota,
40,000,000. Kansas, 22,000,000. Ne-

4

braska, 25,000,000. Here we have close

There

is said to be a sore feeling

upon

235,000,000 bushels in these

against the Jews gaining ground in States. Who will deny that we
Switzerland. The feeling is Under- the granary of the world?
stood to be attributableto dissatisfaction with the present condition of trade

are not

Mrs. Margaret Turpey, of Flush-

and industry,which some people believe to be owing to the large profits
made by the Jews and their crowding

on Long island,
celebrated he 110th birthday.

ing, the oldest person
recently

The

old lady sat in an easy rocking

The Loom

midshipman

in the Colonial navy.

MICHIGAN NEWS.

went
in to bid his mother good-by. She
James Bowens, one of Jackson’s
wept so bitterly because he was going oldest residents, died of hemorrhage
away that he said to his negro servant, of the kidneys, aged 83. He settled
“Bring back my trunk ; I am not going there in 1840.
to make my mother suffer so by my
Kalamazoo county will vote next
leaving her.”
spring on the question of taxing itHe remained at home to please his self $12,000 for the benefit of its Agrimother. This decision led to his be- cultural Society.
coming a surveyor and afterwards a
D. B. Williams,of the South Haven
soldier. His whole glorious career in
Yellows Commission, reports that, of 68,life turned on this one simple act of
719 peach-trees examined by him, ha
trying to make his mother happy. And
only found 1,186 diseased.
After he had sent off his trunk, he

of Life.

AH day, all night. I can hear the jar
Of the loom of life, and near and far
It thrilla with 1U deep and muffled aound,
Aa tlreleaa the wheela go alwaya round.
Dually, ceaaeleaalygoea the loom.
In the light of day and the midnight's gloom;
The wheels are turning early and
'
And the woof la wound in the warp of Fate.

late.

thread of lore woven In;
another of wrong and sin !
What a checkered thing thia life will be,
Whan we see it unrolled in eternity !
Click, clack ! there's a
Click, clack !

Time, with a face like mystery,
And hands aa bnay aa hands can ho.
Site at the loom with arms outspread, , '
. To catch in its nieahes each glancing thread.

When shall this wonderful web be done!
In a thousand years, nerhapa, or one,
Or to-morrow. Whoknoweth? Not you or I;
But the wheels turn on and the shuttlestiy.

happy, too, will be the child who never
The more the people of Jackson think
has occasionto shed bitter tears for any
about it the more thev think the Governact of unkindness to his parents. Let
ment should establish a corps of letterus not forget that God has said, “Honor
carriers at that city.
thy father and thy mother.”— 5i{/na-

_

_

A large number of Germans and
Poles are coming into Presque Isle
The Syndicate,
county and taking up the fine beech
daughter, and received the congratulaWashington authorities have apThere
was
a little lull in the conver- and maple homesteadlands.
tions of a large number of visitors,
pointed a special Commissionerto visit
sation, and presently Miss Sillibub
The expenditures of the public
Are we spinners of wool in this life-web— say!
whom she welcomed with a hearty
Do we fumikh the weaver a thread a day?
asked the first society young man schools of Marshall during the past
Europe and confer with the postal adIt were better, then, oh my friends,to spin
shake of the hand. The family record
“What the syndicate was?”
year were $17,051.20, and receipts $19,A beautifulthread than a thread of sin.
ministrationof England and Germany
The first society young man stared, 012.31. Balance in treasury, $1,961.11.
shows that she was born in the county
in regard to modifications in existing
The Blessingsof the Bible.
and presentlysaid he believed it was
of Roscommon,Ireland, on the 15th
The fifth annual picnic of the Patconventions for the exchange of money
One of the greatest blessings which the name of a new opera. Last time rons of Husbandry and Sovereigns of
day of August, 1769. Mrs. Turpey has
the Bible takes with it everywhere is a he was in Chicawgo, heard Mapleson,
orders between those countriesand the
lived in Flushing for over twenty-five day oijce a week when the hard worker fellah that runs Queen’s Opera Company Industry of Western Calhoun was held
at Goguac lake lately.* There were
United States, with a view to greater
years. In reading she does not use can rest and forget that he is a beast of say he was going to—
about 4,000 present.
economy and efficiency in this service
“ ’Tain’t that,” a best young man
glasses, as she has bad her second sight burden, and remember that he is a man.
Many Tuscola county farmers have
Addison wrote of the Sabbath, that it broke in; “I read all ’bout it tothah
for a number of years.
raised large crops of peas for hog fodder
An old Arctic whaler, Capt. Tuttle,
was “a good institution,because it made day. It’s a kind of— haw— darkies all
this year. They claim thev are worth
poor people wash and dress themselves going to Kansas, you know; whole boatstated in a lecture at Jacksonville, Fla.,
The failure of James McHenry, the respectablyonce a week.” The Sab- loads of ’em poing every day. Politi- twice as much as corn and are raised
lately,that he had discovered,in latiwith less trouble.
well-known financial agent in London, bath was made for man— for man, not cal scheme; Republicans and Abolitude 83 degrees 17 minutes, the chanThe Kalamazulushave been fussing
with liabilities variously stated at from as shopkeeper,plowman, statesman, tionistsall mixed up in it. Goin’ to be
and figuring for several years to get a
nel leading into the open Polar sea, and
but as a rational,moral, religious a war if it ’tain’t stopped.”
$500,000 to nearly $1,000,000, revives
creature. A great authoress in one of
“Guess you’re wrong,” said a sou of public fountain, and now that they have
had also encountered a race of people
the memories of his notable encounters our London dailies not long since
one
of our first families. “Syndicate’s it they are afraid some one will fall in
far superior in every respect to the Eswith the Fisk-Gould Erie railway regime pointed out the contrast between the nothing to do with politics;heard some the basin and drown.
quimaux. He is convinced that the
The large stave factory, owned by C.
some years ago. This failure is said to Christianand the Moslem in this re- fellows talking ’bout it down town topole itself will be found a tropical clispect. He attends the mosque on his day. Aw— fellow has one in the Court K. Brandon, at the Grand Trunk Juncbe connected with the Atlantic and
Sabbath Friday, devout, perhaps, as House; has to have it, you know, or they tion just outside Detroit, was destroved
mate.
Great Western road, out of the building
the Christian, but always in his work-a- wouldn’t let him build it. That’s what by fire one night last week. The loss
A jury last year awarded Dr. of which Mr. McHenry realized a fort- day dress— there is no change of attire, a syndicate is.”
is $5,000; insured one-half.
The son of one of our first families
Phillips, of London, $35,000 for injur- une. McHenry failed badly once in no general rest from labor. No; the
Lansing Republican: The large
ies in a railroad accident. It was early life, but got up again and honor- poor Arab, toiling in his one sordid gar- was looked up to with so much confi- telescope ordered by the Agricultural
ment, is never able to say to himself ; dence that there was at first a general College, from Clark & Sons, Cambridge,
proved that his expenses had amounted ably paid off all his debts to British
“I am a man, and not a beast of bur- inclination to accept his theory ; which Mass., reached this city on Thursday,
to-ifiorethan $5,000, that his profes- capitalists long after they had been den ;” but wherever this book goes, it was disturbed, however, by a young lady
and will be put in running order next
sional income had been more than compromised. He is now 60 years old. seems to hush the machineriesof every- who said “She couldn’t exactly under- week.
$25,000 and that for sixteen months he He is said to have directed more foreign day life into silence. Man everywhere stand how that could be, because sh6
The main drive on the Muskegon
throws aside the tools and the soiled read or heard somewhere that Gen. has passed Big Rapids. The Superinwas disabled, and he asked, therefore, capital to this country than any other
garments, by means of which he earns Sherman has ordered the syndicate, or tendent, Mr. Fields, estimates that
for a new trial, on the ground of the in- one man.
his daily bread; he goes forth after his had something to do with it.”
350.000.000feet of new logs have gone
adequacy of the award to him. The
weekly ablution and change, refreshed
“O yes— fences!” suddenly broke through this year, and about 50,000,000
in soul and body; and often in this out a young man who makes a living of last year’s cut, making 400,000,000
Paying the English Doctors.
company opposed the application, but
hushedsilence— like John in the Spirit by sucking his cane. “Fences,” he add- in all.
In
a
case
tried
at
Dunfermline
in
1876
in vain. ___________
The Adrian canning factory is in full
two Edinburgh doctors deposed that —on the Lord’s day, he thinks of the ed vaguely, but still with considerable
Commander Cheyne, of the British there was no fixed scale of fees for con- white robes of the eternal Sabbath. He enthusiasm.“Don’t you know? Men- blast, and immense quantities of green
remembers that he is more than a mere din’ his fences; Sherman’s fences- corn, beans and tomatoes are canned
navy, expects to start with his expedi- sulting physicians, but that the ordina- animal, to be fed and sheltered — more fences.”
daily. Forty acres of tomatoes are conry charge was from two to three guineas
tion for the discovery of the North pole
And the sudden gleam of intelligence tracted at 20 cents per bushel, and the
per hour; and three local doctors testi- than a mere creature of intellect capanext spring. He has formed a commit- i fled that they usually paid a consulting ble of education; that his highest in- died out of his face, and his voice sunk yield is reported large.
out of their Christiancompetitors.

_

chair in the neat little cottage of her

ture.

'

^

Ah, aad eyed weavers, the years are alow.
But each one is nearer the end. I know:
And some dav the last thread shall be woven in;
God grant it be love instead of sin.

_____

London, under the patronage of physician 15 guineas a visit. From a terests are spirithal, and that the noblest
relations which he sustains are to God
the Prince of Wales and other aristo- medical journal we learn that London
physicians and surgeons of ordinary and eternity.
cratic notabilities, which is to be the
repute charge a guinea a visit, two
Out in the Rain.
head of forty-nine other committees guineas for consultation with another
There is a touching story of the fa
throughout the country to promote the practitioner, one guinea a mile for jourmous Dr. Samuel Johnson, which had
enterprise. It is to co-operatewith the neys by road, and two-thirds of a guinea an influence on many a boy who has
a mile for journeys by rail. Fees for
heard it. Samuel’s father, Michael
Swedish, Dutch, Austrian, Danish and
performing operations,or assisting in Johnson, was a poor bookseller in LitchAmerican expeditions.
them, are left very much to the judgtee in

into a feeble mutter. He reached
around for his cane, intendingto recruit his failing intellect by a long suck
at the ivory knob; but he had left it out
in the hall, and dejectedly sucked the
knob on the back of the camp-stool,instead.

The Marquette Mining Journal
says that the

Calumet and Hecla stands

in the list of dividend-paying
mines in the United States, naviug
third

paid

its stockholders since 1867 $15,-

050.000, while its assessmentshave only

been $200,000.

TemwkedTfaSk young man w“o

wis

!

Fmmb Wimra wiUbeObMe-

crated Bishop of the Lake Superior dio-

to see some-

straining himself trying

market days he used to thing through a pair of eye glasses— “a cese, Sept. 14, at Negaunee. Services
syndicateis when a fellow’sgoing to do will be conducted by Bishop Hess, of
Szegedin, the Hungarian city which sort of loose understanding that for the
and sell them from a stall in the market- something, and another fellow doesn’t La Crosse, Wis., assisted bv visiting
was almost utterly destroyed by floods great operationsinvolving a risk of life place. One day the booksellerwas sick,
want him to; other fellow goes to court, Bishops. All the priests in the diocese
last March, is still so much afflicted by 100 guineas is a proper average fee
and asked his son to go and sell the and the Judge gives him— sues him out,
to be present,
half that amount sufficing in ordinary
books in his place. Samuel, from a silly law-fellows call it— sues him out a syn- 1 Rochester Spectator: L. D. Morse
high water that it cannot be rebuilt this
cases. Ophthalmicsurgeons have made
dicate; then this fellow can’t do it.” has got a flowing well on his premises,
year. The inhabitants cling to their 100 guineas the current charge for ex- pride, refused to obey.
Fiftv years afterward Johnson became
This was so clearly put that the com- iu this village. The depth of the well
homes, refusing to go to more eligible tracting a cataract, 50 guineas that for
the celebrated author, the compiler of pany sat for a little while wrapped in ! is 194 feet. It flows a half-inch stream
places, but will be obliged to live in iridectomy,25 guineas that for strabis- the “English Dictionary,” and one of
silent admiration of t^ie young man’s through tubing to a height of six feet
wooden barracks during the coming mus, and so on, with more or less vari- the most distinguished scholars in En- profound knowledge 6f the law. But from the surface. The temperature of
ation, according to the standing of the
winter. Many projecte are under con- surgeon and the means of the patient. gland, but he never forgot his act of the whole question was finally settled the water is 55 degrees Fahrenheit.
unkindness to his poor, hard-toiling by the decision of a young man who
The sixth annual reunion of the Ingsideration for the prevention of such The principle, however, of charging for
father; so when he visited Uttoxeter he
wasting a rare and valuable life by try ham county soldiers and sailors was
disasters in the future, but as yet little a thing, not according to its value, but determined to show his sorrow and reingto raise eleven whiskers on each held at Mason last week. The meeting
by the presumed depth of the purchas- pentance.
of practical value has been done.
cheek and look over his collar at the was held two days, and the closing ex1 er’s purse, is open to question ; every
He went into the market-place at the
man, be he rich or poor, has an equal time of business, uncovered his head, same time. He looked up with an air of ercises were unusually interesting.The
dawning interest, and, after a painful attendance was estimated at 2,000, and
As to the outrages committed some right to get his money’s worth for his
and stood there for an hour in a pour- intellectual effort, asked
the meeting was pronounced a decided
money
;
whether
he
has
much
or
little
is
months ago upon American fishermen
ing rain, on the very spot where the
“Wha’isit? Wha’ talking about?” success.
beside
the
question.
That
one
practibook-stall used to stand. “This,” he
at Fortune bay, Newfoundland, for
They told him.
The Western division of the Chicago
tioner should exact a higher fee than
which the United States claims from : another is proper enough ; we must ex- says, “was an act of contritionfor my
“Syndicate?” he asked— “syndicate? and Lake Huron railroad, extending
disobedienceto my kind father.”
yes, I know. Blamed vulgar thing. from Lansing to Valparaiso, Ind., was
England damages amounting to $103,- pect to pay for experience, whether it
The spectacle of the great Dr. John- Low. Beastly low. Beastly piece of
sold in Detroit to Joseph Hickson
000, it is stated to be the wish of the be our own or that of other people.-— son standing bareheaded in the storm,
beastly political business. ’Tain’t no and others, representingthe Grand
Chambers'
Journal
to atone for the wrong done by him
United States Government that the
way fit to talk about here.”
Trunk railway. It will be used as a
fifty years before, is a grand and touchmatter should be settled, as it seems
And then the company very properly part of the Chicago connection of the
A Fight for Life with a Grizzly.
ing one. There is a representation of
dropped the indelicate subject, and re- latter road.
sure to result in difficultiesof a grave
On
Wednesday afternoon, a man it (in marble) on the doctor’s monu- sumed the conversationabout the lawnThe managers of the Michigan Semnature unless an early understanding is
named Williams came into San Jose, ment.
party.— Burc/eMe.
inary at Kalamazoo have engaged Mrs.
reached. It is felt that under the treaty, Cal., for a doctor, stat'ng that his comMany a man in after life has felt
Thompson, of Amherst, Mass., to take
as construed by the English Govern- panion, Walter F. King, had been bad- something harder and heavier than a
the place lately occupied by Miss JanA ‘‘Happy Famlly.,,
ment, the privilegesentailed upon the ly injured by a grizzly bear, in a con- storm of rain beating upon his heart,
nette Fisher. This lady has been one
A policeman found a family of five of the faculty of the Mt. Holyoke
test that morning a in canon known as when he remembered his acts of unUnited States are not proportionateto
Skunk’s hollow, about thirty-fivemiles kindness to a good) father or mother persons and two old trunks under a shed (Mass.) Seminary, and of Wellesley Fethe price paid for them.
near the foot of Second street, waiting male College.
southeastof San Jose. The men were now in their graves.
Dr. John Todd, of Pittsfield,the emi- to go up the river on a wood-barge
hunting for deer. King got on a bear
The Adrian paper mill has been sold,
Mr. Judah P. Benjamin’s latter day track, on Tuesday, and went out early nent writer, never could forget how, which wouldn’t leave until the next fore- and will be dismantled at once and the
the next morning. As he did not re- when his old father was very sick, and noon. The man had both hands pressed
career is even more remarkable than
machinery moved to Ohio. The purturn in time, his companion went out sent him away for medicine, he (a little to his face, the woman was wiping her
when he was a conspicuous figure in to search for him, and found him un- lad) had been unwilling to go, and made eyes on a handkerchief and all the chase was made by the Cleveland Paper Company. The price paid is not
the Senate of the Spited States, and conscious, but still alive, with his skull up a lie that “the druggist had not got childrenwere squalling.
far from $10,000. This is a terrible
“ What seems to be the matter? ” inafterwards as Secretary of State of the fractured and his left side torn. A any such medicine.”
sacrifice, as the machinery cost four or
The old man was just dying when quired the officer as he halted among
ConfederateStates. His flight from grizzly lay dead about six yards away.
five times that sum.
King was restored to consciousnessand little Johnny came in, and said to him, them.
Georgia in an open boat to Nassau, carried back to camp, and assistance “My boy, your father suffers great pain
The board of State auditors have
“ Oh, nothing much,” answered the
with a single $10 gold piece, in 1865, is in given by a couple of men who were for want of that medicine.”
man. “ I’ve got the jumpin’ tooth-ache, platted block 116, known as the “old
Johnny started in great distress for but it alius slacks up on me about Capitol "block, ana receive sealed prostrong contrast with his present posi- camping a few miles distant. King
posals, at the office of the Secretary of
tion and surroundings.He has just says he followed the bear’s tracks to a the medicine, but it was too late. The midnight.”
State, for the purchase of all or any por“What ails your wife? ”
sort of cave in the hillside,heavily bor- father on his return was almost gone.
purchased a beautiful residence in
tion
of the block, according to the plat
“ Oh, she’s kinder tired out and nervdered with chapanal, and, supposing He could only say to the weeping bov;
Paris for $60,000, which sum, it is said, the animal was inside, was on the “Love God, and alwaya speak the truth, ous, but as soon as she gets a good rest on file in the State land office. Should
does not exceed one-half his yearly in- watch, when a rustling of the brush for the eye of God is alwaya upon you. for her back agin the wood-pile shell any portion remain unsold at that time,
it will be offered at public auction.
come from his practice in the highest caused him to turn, and he then dis- Now kiss me once more, and farewell.” go to sleep and forget all about it She’s
At East Tawas there is an almost
Through all hia after life Dr. Todd all right, she is.”
covered Bruin only foity feet away. He
courts of Great Britain. He retains in
“ But the children are crying,”con- limitless supply of brine at the salt
raised his rifle and fired, and the bear often had a heartache over that act of
remarkable degree the youthfulness came for him. He shot three times, falsehood and disobedienceto his dying tinued the officer.
wells, while at Au Sable the salt-rock
and vivacity of his younger years, and dropped his gun, and pulled his hunt- father. It takes more than a shower of
“Yaas, kinder crying,” replied the vein is thinner, and the supply, though
is as genial and witty in social life as he ing knife just as the brute reached him, rain to wash away the memory of such man, “ but that’s nothing. That boy, fair, is a little less. It is now proposed
but, almost before he could use the sins. Dr. Todd repented A that sin a Augustus Ceesar, he wants a stick of to run a pipe line from the former to
is able and successful at the bar.
gum, but he’ll soon chaw himself to the latter place, and thus deliver Tawas
knife, the bear closed on him. He cut thousand times.
The words, “Honor thy father and sleep on a sliver. The next one, Charles brine at the Au Sable works. The line
frantically,but was struck on the head
with the animal’s paw, and remembered thy mother,” means four things— always Henry, he’s howlin’ ’cause I won’t buy will be fourteen miles long.
' The crops in the United States this
Jackson Patriot:
young man
do what they bid you, always tell them him a rockin’-horse, but soon’s I get
year will be enormous. Grain is al- no more until carried back to camp.
the truth, always treat them lovingly, time to spank him he’ll curl down and named Frank Randolph, reading in the
San Francisco Bulletin. '
ready pressing upon the seaports in
and take care of them when they are go to dreamin’ of angels. That gal, north part of Waterloo township, a few
large quantities; in Philadelphia the
“ Is there an opening here for an sick or grown old. I never yet knew a Minerva, has got her mouth up for fried- days ago bid $66 in bills and siher in a
warehouses are totally inadequateto intellectualwriter? ’’asked a seedy, red- boy who trampled on the wishes of hia cakes and milk, but 111 give her a bite parlor stove. While he was absent from
the task of receiving it, and 2,000 cars nosed individual of an editor. “ Yes, parents who turned out well. God o’ pork and bread from the trunk and the house at work a fire was bnilt in the
my friend,’’ replied the man of quills; never blesses a willfully-diaobedientshe’ll never know the difference. We are stove and the bills reduced to ashes.
loaded with it are choking the railway
. “a considerate carpenter, foreseeing son.
kinder sprawled out here, and we seem On learningof the mishap a purse of
tracks. The total wheat crop of Illinois j your visit, left an opening for you ; turn
When Washington was 16 years old, to be kinder afflicted, but we are a reg’- $30 was raised among his friends and
he determined to leave home and be a lar happy family.”— Defroif Free Press. presented to him.
is 45,417,661 bushels. At an average of | the knob to the righi”
field,

ment

of the individual,but there is a

Eng. On

carry a package of books to Uttoxeter,

;

1
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Just receivedat the Cheap Cash Store
DryGoods, Boots and Shoes, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, Groceries, etc. New styles of
Dress Goods too numerous to mention.
Cheaper than ever ! Come soon and get

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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/of E. J. Harrington, a large stock of

Saturday, Sept. G. 1379.

FOR BARGAINS

the first pick.

THE TROUBLE IN SAN FRANCISCO.

It is for your own benefit that we announce the arrival of 'an entirely new
which began with vituperationshould stock, complete and assorted, which we
It it not strange that a politicalcanvass

continue with slander and attempted

mur

GO TO

CHEAP CASH STORE

offer at lower prices than ever before, con-

der. The political struggle in California sisting of a large variety of bleached and
has followed this course, reaching the unbleached cotton, carpet warp, cotton-

ades, Kentucky jeans, shirtings,calicoes,
deadly stage on that memorable Saturday Ginghams, peach tsrletons, grain bags,
morning when Charles De Young, senior and an endless variety of Yankee Notions.
proprietor of the San Francueo Chronicle^ Come and examine our stock.

G.

attempted to Kill Isaac S. Kalioch, an
unfrocked preacher who

is

now

Van

Putticn

&

Sons.

date of the Workingmen’s party

£Im

for

H^IRIRIDSTO-TOIT

E. J.

the candi-

ltdmtisemeuts.

THE

mayor of San Francisco.
-There

no room for sympathy ^ith

is

any

LOST'!

of the participants in this shocking per-

formance. The Are which burst

flame

into

on Saturday was kindled by De Young
when he publishedin his journal the naudents in the devious career of Kalioch;
Kalioch himself added fuel to

flro

„

Depot and 57 Tenth
In Holland— a pocket booic containing
$140.00, besidesnotes. A liberalreward will be
paid to any one, leaving It at Holland Citt News
office or at 67 Tenth strest.
C. C. LANE.
Holland. Sept. 5th, 1879.

when

terms; and the whole

_

murder when De

called Kalioch to his carriage and

suddenly began

to fire upon

>•

The chief result thus

far of this low-toned

by

it Dennis

Kearney is made *0 appear as the Great

_

to

Is

upon

That Kalioch

Young

is not yet

his

and that De
a

mob, us our

despatches to day mention, are facts to

lie

Important Caution.— None are genuine unless
the signature of J. Hatdock,ns agent forthe
tion of life and property. The longer an l tiltedStates, surroundseach box of Pills and
attempt at riot is delayed the less likely it is Ointment.Boxes at V> cents. 62 cents and $1 each.

main

to

tifThcre is considerable saving

HOLLOWAY &

New York.

CO.,

and as long as
formed upon the dividing

A CUBE FOR ALL/

there will be demagogues like
a fat living by

HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT

Kearney to

reminding them of

their grievances, real and imaginary,and

by

nor care. Caliornia, like

the Southern States,

which nothing but

is

some

his

of

afflicted with an evil

BAD

the spelling-book,given

in copious anti persistent doses,

—N.

can

cure.

the dispatchesfrom Memphis

w

tS^There Is

reporting the sufferingsfrom yellow fever, largersizes.
in the Chicago Times wc find the following:

* * *

as the grass springs up under our

considerable saving by taking the

feet,

HOLLOWAY &

CO.,

New York.

VrOTICK Is hereby given, that the

'

3

AIM

CURE

K.

ARK.
HEALD,

HERMAN VAN

1

_

H.

¥S-tlw.

relief

has been

or child willing to accept
for.

it

or not other-

The work has

pro-

gressed with unremittingattentionon the
part of Mr. John Leohaueras nurse-master

and L. S. Burr as secretary of the board.
Fifty-five members or members’ families

have been nursed and watched,and

the

•sum of $20,000 in the nggrcirntchas been
expended for nurses, medicines,burials
uud other essentials.” * * *

t

—

Sheriff's Sale.

V^OTICE

lA

I).

NEW

hereby given, that by virtue of an
executioninnueu out of the ciictiit court of
is

K. Sanford and Samuel B. Peck, against
the goods and chattels, and real estate, of
John W. Hopkins and William M. Ferry,

New Stock! New Store!

in my baliwick, which execution has been to me
directed and delivered,I did oh the second day of
August, 1879. levy upon and take all the right, title
COFTRIMTID
and interestof the said John W. Hopkins in and
I’rof HirrU, after nwi.r yiawof rudy otoctlby
to the following describedreal estate situated in
twl reie.rch *nd experiment,together With experience
the county of Ottawa and State of Michigan, viz :
faineu In the treatment oft large number of cast i under
Lots one. two. three, four, five, six, seven, eight,
L,£“Td«f 1,1 compoundingan IN*/ Llor the •courge to common among
nine, ten. eleven, twelve,thirteen, fourteen, fifteen. sixteen, seventeen and eighteen, of block
one; Lots three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine,
AND
ten. eleven, twelve, thirteen,fourteen, fifteenand
sixteen, of block two; Lots one, two. three, four,
Spices,
OALI.KD
five, six, seven, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen,fourteen. fifteen, sixteen, seventeenand eighteen, oi
Toilet,
block three; Lots one, two, three, four, five, six,
Floor Albos
seven, eight, nine, ten. eldveu, twelve, thirteen
eft., etc.
------- 1 Or W II ITI.S
and fourteen, of block four, all in Hopkins'addi!Ui disease, »o preraleut among lenulei, .... ...... .
tion to the city of Grand Haven; part of Lot one
understoodby phrslciBni.Its drain upon the lysteni is
hundred and one of the city of Grand Haven, deso excessiveand debilitating,tbit our American w.-men
are rspjdly becomlug a -race of iroaMdi."incapableof
scribed as follows:commencingforty feet westproducinghealthy offjpnne.orenjoyinglife's pies uir*. erly of northeast comer of said Lot one hundred
I’rof Harris > agmal i’sitllle.a new departure in mi-dlcinc.
rk""r
A thoroughlycommon seme treatment.Applieddirecflr and one. thence west along northerly line twentytwo and one half feet, thence south at right angles
to the scat of the disease,aotl Its specificItifltienccexerted
at once, producingnn immediatesoothingand restorative
sixty-six feet, thence east at right angles twentyeffect. The application of the remedy is attended vi ith no
two and one-halffeet, thence at right angles northpam or unpieaaantnett, and does not interferewith the or
erly sixty-six feet to biginning; westerly half of
dinary pursuit* and p easurctoflife. Circulars are sent in
lots seventv-oneand seventy-two. and all of lot
perfectlyplain envelopes,securely sealed trom observation,
ami remedy put up in neat plain boxe< <>l three sire, *
<»ne hundred and fifty-eightof said city of Grand goo^.’.ndPrice*! ‘,''1 -,“::^ri1
»«h
I nil directions Inside.No. 1, (enoughto last a month.)
Haven, and east three-fourthsof lots two hundred
e3:No 9, (enoughtolaittwo months). 18: No 3. aniig forty-one and two hundred forty-two of original
Hire* months. and ample for fure. exceptingin chronic
plat of said city of Grand Haven.
cases) jlO. With each box we send a Ferns', e Ptrli.cc
a"d some Tonic Pilli,a,auxiliariesto the remedy.
The southwest quarter of section four, township
seven, north, range fifteenwest.
Undivided half of west half of sooth fractionof
Holland, Mich., June 21, 1879.
northeast fractionalquarter of section twenty-one,
township eight, north, range sixteen west, nineteen and twenty-twoone-hundredthsacres. All
Prof. Harris’ Vaginal Psitilleiesn be obtained o*ilv from
of which I shall expose for sale at public auction,
CO.MFG.CHEM1STS. to the highestbidder, at the front door of the
Market and 8th
ST. LOUIS,
court house in the cltv of Grand Haven, In said
count v. on the First Day of October, 1879.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Dated August lith, 1879.

Boot & Kramer.

’MAIDENS

Teas, Coffees, sugars,

LEUCORRHEA,

(Laundry and

--

Soaps,

trouble to

First-Class

FC(P.

CASH.

Show

BOOT &

Goods.

KRAMER

Agents Wanted!

BEACH’S

MO.

“Sour stomach, Intel brealh, inheadache easily cured
oby Hop Bitters.”
“Study Hop Bitters book, use iln*

,

!

“When

life is a drug,

Hop Bitters. ’’
“Kidney and urinary trouble is universal, and ihe nnly safe and sure remedy is Hop Bitters— rely on it."

a lost all hope, try

1
J

- I2NT

‘Hop Bittersdoes not exhaust and
destroy, but restores and makes new.”
“ Ai'ue, Biliousness,
drowsiness, jaundice, Hup Bittersremoves easily.”

“Boils, Piinplt-s.Freckles, Rom;h
eruptions,impure blood, Hop

Cur

THE-

Harmless.
Physics not -to be relied upon.

ELECTRICITY

Neuralgia,
Dyspepsia,
Ft* mule Complaints,
Liver Complaints,
General DchRily,
- Impure Blood’
Chronic Diseases,
Hcml Troubles,

Holland. Julv

14.

VAN ZOKREN.

1878.

Lake navigation

!

Kidney

OBBUsTEB).

Etc., Elc.
dorn elictric appliances
used for medical purpose*, the most RELIABLE,
DURABLE and ECONOMICAL ore

Among the many

FOR SALE.
f^p?.” mb T^artT^
to A.kPo
u abym

if*
r
I
; _
1

rn<

Buell's Electric Sponge Belts,

Side-

Wheel Steamers on
their Routes.

.

!

Disease,

Skin Disease,
General Ill-Health,

I

FORSALE.

|

without Medicine,

The nndcrsijnrcd nmionncesto the Public that
they have finishedtheir new Meat-Market,and arc
:
miw ready to supply their customerswith nil kinds
of Meats and Sausage*. By promptness and fair First upon the list* of our most Eminent I’lnsicians. as a POSITIVE CURE for
dealing they feel coniUUnt Of giving satisfactionto
all those who wish to favor them with part oftheb
Rheumntiem,

J.

having been made in the conditions
For xalo
J. O. DOE8BURO.
xJ of Daymeut of u certain Indcntcrc of Mortgage, made by Bennett Harrison and Mnrv L. Harrison his wife, of the township of Olive, county
of OtUwa/and State of Michigan,to Mattslena
Mcnegna, of the township of Bangor,county of
Van Buren, and State of Michigan,bearingdate
the twenty-fifth day of January. A. D. eighteen
A SPAN of working horae*,. double wagon and
hundred and seventy-eight,and duly recorded in
the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa 1\. harness,will soil chcay for ca»h, or good
county, State of Michigan, on page 299 of Liber 2 time paper.
M. D. HOWARD.
of Mortgage*in said office, on the twenty-si-venth
Holland, August 18. 1879.
27-flw.
day of May, A. D. eighteen hundred and seventy
eight,at half past two o’clock in the afternoon of
hat day, u»on which said mortgage there is
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the

S

Honest, Effective,

The stand Is one door west of G. J. Humkate A
Hun's Hardware Store.

the best

by

cm

f!

yew Method,
Remarkable Facts,

W. BUTKAU,

Hop Cough Care and Pain Belief is

ur

J
Df. L
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.

FIRST WARD.

Hop

T\EFAULT

MEAT MARKET

and you have

‘More health, sunshine and joy in
Bitters thaninail other remedies.”

POST.

•1O0S VERPLANKE,
Sheriffof Ottawa County. Uirhlrjan.
Smith. Niks & Knwix, Attorneys. 27-7w.

medicine,be wise, healthy and happy.”
’j

‘Inactive Kidneys and Urinary Or
gans cause the worst diseases,and Hop
Bitters cures them all.”

Mortgage Sale.

t

FIRM!

the county of Muskegon.In favor of Samuel

Bitterscure.

Constantly kept on hand and for sale at current

the city ami out of the reach of the plague. prices, by

Since then the labor of

WHIES

‘'kin,

Tha Best in the Market

extended to every brother or brother’swife

or

I

FRUIT BASKETS.

getting the poorer of their brethren out of

I

!

YOUNG MAN

season with a very limited relief fund.

I

ARK.

and willing. The Odd-Fellows began

Several hundred dollars were expended In

Corn, Oats and Potatoes, wanted.

'Alijrcsli'in ami

,

Send for Grand Rap.
ids, Mich., Business
College Journal. Superior advantagesgiven.
29-3mo.

their labors when the plague appeared this

LEU
The

PROVERBS.

Dated Holland, Mich., August 21st, 1879. 29-4w.

who

I

partnership

GRADUS. VAN

RICHARD

ready at all times to give aid and counsel

and known to be of good character, faith-

Men’s Cotton

SELF-APPLICABLE

DISMIMI GFjmmSRSH!?,

of those in want. Their physiciansare

to be fouud, selected with the utmost care

at $1.00 per Barrel.

Holland, Michigan.

Sts.

7 , between Reieder E. Werkman,Gradus Van
Ark. Riehard K. Heald, and Herman Van Ark.
under the Ann name of Workman. Van Ark A Co
was dissolved by mutual consent on the 21st day
of August. 1879. so far a* relates to the said Rich
ard K. Hea d. All debts due to the said partnership,
and those due by them, will he settled with and by
the remaining partners, who will continue the
household and new life into many despair- business under the firm of Werkman A Van Ark.
ing hearts,by administeringto the needs
REINDER E. WERKMAN,

all. Their nurses are of the most skillful

Lime

Eastern Salt at $1.25. Lath and Shingles’
always on hand.

HARRIS REMEDY

members of the Odd-Fellows brotherhood among their fellow craftsmen,
seeking out the sick and distressedand
sending joy and gladness into many a

wise provided

Trout and Mackeral. I am

„

relief

as to the best means of healing those

still selling White

Ready made Clothing cheaper

than any House on the east shore.

fields with a carpet of

green, so spontaneouslyyet quietly go the

ful

fish,

No

GOUT

“Silently and unobtrusively

covering the wide

Salt white

bC

Important CAOTiox.-Nona are genuineunless
the signature of J. Hatdock, as agent for the
Inltcd State*, surrounds each box of Pills and
Ointment. Boxes at as cents, 62 rents am’. $! each.

Y. Evening Pont.

Among

of Sugars, Coffees, Spices, Candies and

Cigars.

ALL CHEAP

Possessed of this REMEDY, every man mar he
own doctor.It may be rubbed info the system
so as to reach any Internal complaint;by thc*e
means it cures Sores or Ulcers in the THROAT.
STOMACH. LIVER, SPINE, or other parts. It
is an It fallibleRemedy for
LEGS. BAD
BREASTS. Contractedor Stiff Joints,
RHEUMATISM,and all Skin Diseases.

leading them whither they neither

know

selling

i

lines of ignorance and lawless cupidity

make

the

WOMEN

by taking the

same contentious largersizes.
of society will re-

in this case,

partiescan be

keep

5''£y*t
l4XiiL>£

plague Sun Francisco,whatever

may happen

have also 60 pairs Ladies’ Serge Shoes

I

I am

without imminent danger of great destruc-

the

G5c per

it.

Never deepair— oomething that never fail*—
Fever and Ague— To the sick it Is of littleconseqnence how they are cured, whether from a rational
view of the disease or by the rules defined. forthe
guidanceof the profession,so long as the cure is
certain and expeditious.To a suffering man the
qneetlon on the relative merits of quinine or calomel is uninteresting. The facultymay wrangle and
discuss their various theories,but Dr. Holloway's
treatment dispels doubt ere the disciplesof Esculapius have finished the first stage. Holloway's
Pills are the only rented! esSvhich effect a speedy
and radicalcure withoutdanger of a relnp<e.

efforts

mind.

hanged by

made. But

still

line

to

Eighth Street,

of California all the

still lives,

and turbulent elements

In my Grocery DepartmentI

variety. Ladies’ lloiseryfrom 5c up

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS.

thankful for, because neither could happen

to be

and war-

plain figures

best 40c and 50c Japan Tea in the City; also a fine

the Chinese and

and most dangerous

regardedas

goods marked in

ranted just as represented.

Misses' Button Kid Shoes to be sold at $1.00, and

MARK THESE FACTS

senseless and communistic notions which

what

All

2jic to 90c per yard.

the finest $2.50 Men’s Calf Boot in the city.

in this way will be used by him in his un-

fill

and prices from

I propose to establish a CHEAP Circulating
Library. All who wish to subscribe, call and find

ever reputationand influencehe gains

import into the laws

Liunen Dusters, Ulsters and a fine assortment
of Straw and Felt Hats.

to be closed out at $1.00 per pair. 40 pairs

principal city of the Pacific coast. What-

to

•

Sheeting Bleached and Unbleachedin endless

H. D. POST.

his ignorant and brutal

democratic warfare

25c Dexter Suit-

A Cheap Circulating Library.

out about

followers in order that they may destroy the

in his systematic

15c, formerly

in all grades

H. D. POST.

Paciflator.He has now lighted the torch
it

caded Dress Goods

and a fine all wool suit for $11.00. Boy’s School
Suits at $3.50 and $4.50.

conducting polit-

ical controversies is that

and thiown

suiting 25c, formerly 35c. Bro-

pair.

of

Suits $3.00 to $7.00. A fine Worsted Suit at $7.50

big re-

balance of the

$2.50 Silk Serge in the city. Linen Tablecloths

and unsuspectingman.
and shameful method

for the

In Parasols we offer the best value in $2.00 and

SOMETHING NEW.

the unarmed-

Goods

ings 8c, formerly12c.

I am on hand this fall with all kinds of School
Books, Paper, Stationery,etc., at the lowest prices
of the market.

was threatened

city

with tumult, arson and

Young

most indecent

in the

all Dress

season. All wool

Books and- Stationery.

he denounced in a public speech the aged

mother of De Young

duction in

street.

seous details of certain scandalous inci-

A

500 pieces of fust colored prints at 6c.

"DETWEEN Ornnd Haven

DAILY BETWEEN CHICAGO AND
GRAND HAVEN and MUSKEGON.

Perfect and powerful Galvanic Batteries consi Dieted in such a manner that they can bo worn
on any part of the body. Introducing a mild and
continuouscurrentof Electricitythroughout the
entire system, withoutinterferingin the least with
the patient’shabits or occupation.
For further particularsaddress
27-lw. W. C. BEACH. St. Johns, Mich.

Truth and Soberness.
xTy^ife ccms'lf'l!8*60, mirim Vifl
j
'“"i'l1,
(Saturday excepted.)
W fiat is the best family medicine in the
Probate Order.
lngs having been Instituted at law or In Equity
f
°?e'hfllf'llile
world to regulate the bowels, purify the recover the debt now remainingsecuredby said
°f th« city limits.Easy terms. For
STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, ss..
blood, remove cosliveness and bilinu-ness, mortgage or any part thereof:Notice is therefore! rurthcr lnrorn,at*»n“PP'y ut
At a session of the Probate Court of tho County
hereby qiten.That by virtue of the power of sale
1 HIS Ur r ICE.
of Ottawa, hoiden at the Probate Office, in the
aid digestion and stimulate the whole sysCHICAGO DOCK, FOOT OF MICHIGAN AVENUE.
in said mortgagecontained, said mortgage will be
City of Grand Haven. In said connty, on Montem? Truth and soberness compels us to foreefo^^
day, the eleventh day of August, In the year
answer, Hop Bitters, bein£ pure, perfect
one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine
Monday, the Seventeenthtilth) day of
Snui Bata
foot of WaiiiigtooStrut,
Present: Samuel L. Tate, Judge of Probate. In
and harmless.
November, A. D. Eighteen Hundred
E. D. BILLINGS, Pboimuktob.
tho matter of the estate of Jan Terpstra, de*
and Seventy-nine(1819), at one o’clock
ceased. •
The 0 o’clock train on the Grand Haven railroad
On reading and filing the petition duly verified,
in the afternoon, at tlio front door of the Ottawa
Since there is no. Mage line or boat line that connectswith the Boats.
s

i

'

<

The Saugatuck House.

M,

j

1

Additional

A nick, assortmentof Hoop Skirts and
Duplex Corsets just received at the store of
P. & A. Stekktke.
Our stock of groceries is fresh and complete; we deliver them free, and have a
last horse to do It with. Call tit
G^an Puttrn & Sons.

•

Having received nn immense stock of
ready-made Clothing lor the full and winter trade. 1 wish to call the aitention of
otir people to the variety nud prices. Call
and see hem. No trouble to show goods,
at the Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. Ha UR! so TON.
I

of Jentje IWIsma. representingthat said Jan
conntv circuit couit house. In the city of Grand give* us a connectionwith tho city of Holland, wo
Haven, (said court house being the place of hold- call the attention of the pnbiic to the only reliable Tickets to Chioapn can he bought at the Terpstra lately died in said county of Ottawa inestAtc, leaving real and personal estate in said county
ing the circuit court within the county in which mute to and from Saugatuck,viz: The beautiful
Grand Haven R. R. Depot for $8 00,
to bo administered, and praying fbr the appointthe lands and premises described In said raortiraeo little steamer Twilight makes two trips per day
including
railroad
fare
nnd
omniment of Manly D. Howard as administrator thereare situated),at public tendue to the hlgheit bid- from Saugamck to Richmond, connectingwith the
of. Thereupon it Is ordered, that Monday the
der ; the lands and premise* In said mortirauo Chicagoand West Michigan railroad— the nearest
bus fare nt Grand Haven,
described, being to-wlt:All that certain pleceor rallrend station. ,
or FIVE DOLLARS for the round Irip. Eighth day of September next- at one
parcel ol land situate and being In the township
o'clock in the afternoon, be assignedfor the hear
f37"Tho Hotel has a liverystable In connection
of Olive, county of Ottawa, and 6 tat oof Michigan
T. G. BUtLIN, SUi t.
ing of said Petition, and that the heirs at law of
with it.
and described as follows,to-wlt : The south threeChicago. the aaid deceased, and all other persons Interested
fourths t^ths) of the west hall of the southeast
in said estate,are required to appear at a session
BOARD BY TUB DAY OR WEEK.
quarterof section eighteen(18) In town six (6)
of said Court, then to be hoiden at the Pronorth of range fifteen (15) west, containingsixty
for
Sale.
bate Office, in Grand Haven, in said Connty.and
Delightful Summer Retreat. Good Flahlng, etc.
(B**) acres, or so much thereof as may be necessary
show caase If any there be. why the prayer of the
Good AccomroodatioLf,charges moderate.
to satisfythe amonnt doe on said mortgage, with
petitionershonld rot be granted: And It is fur120
acres
In
Olive.
Best
land
In
the
town.
Interest at the rate of t^n per cent per year, and
2^-1 y.
ther ordered, that said petitionergive notice to the
the legal costs of this foreclosure together with an
40 acres in Olive. Very good land nnd well persons Interested In said estate,of tho pendency
attornsy'A fee of twenty five dollars as In said
situated.
of said petition and the hearing thereof, by causmortgage agreed and provided.
House
Lot to Rent.
ing ft copv of this order to be publishedin the
80 acre* near Ventura Postofflcein Holland.*
Dated Holland, August *>th, A. D. 1879.
“Hollan d Citt News.” a newspaper printed and
circulated...
in said County
of Ottawa,
for three
M VITA LENA MKNKGUA. Mortoign.
\a Hol'fln.1 ,,OW"* nrcu-ueu
........ j .......
......
iiirv sue.
, The honsc lately occupiedby Mr. W. C. Kolia Is sh p. a large part Cleared.r'£(1
First rate fruit land. [ costive weeks previous to said dav of hearing.
HENRY D. I’OSJ, Attorneyfor tuid VortqaQtc I for rent. Apply to
Apply
U.
D.
I
A
true
copy,
(Attest)
SAMUEL
L.
TATE.
28-nw.
I
U. D. POST. *
Holland, Mich.
Judge of Probate.
1

_

10-tf

____

Farming Lands

and

’A-tf.

dHf
to

-

.....

POST,

*

27-4w

i

You

lotting*.

ill.

Alderman Dk
ly

Vries

o

Yellow

is lying serious-

it,

and

man

so sorely

Mem-

Instructionin both departments of

through the south. Hope College will commence on Wed-

all

popular taairmesaenger, Mr. C.

Dr. Holland’s admirers have presented

which

a testimonial

made

is

wood from the birthplaces of

noon

at

Letters have been received announcing

all the

The Western Union

fair will be held at

tember 30th, and will continue open

until

and including Friday, October 3d.

difference

Babies cry because they suffer; and the

between those going in and

those going out of office is mainly this—

discomfort

is

lather.— Exchange.

• C.

Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup. Only

McKinley, commonly called Cal,

the

-

to

me than

-

pocket,"

A

my own

-«•*-

it

is to he done is a mystery, as
man’s bus no religion,strictly speaking,

--

How

in the right direc-

pound

doctrine,and use the

foolish ’’

State.

As long

of

gold will have

in

exchange for the large and increasing

to be

made to America,

purchases of

to carry

fected,will lighten the drain, but the “balance of trade”

----

J We

is still

alarming. There

is

Our county fair

will be held at Berlin

l

17lh, 18th

We

hope

and 10th days of

this month.

that our farmers will

the purposes of

is used for

It

new

gives protection under
a trifle

all

circumstances,

-

more than the com-

goodly numbers to exhibit their stock, mon lamps. -- -- —
produce, fruit, etc., in competitionwith
We saw a cow this week standing
their neighborsin the same county.
front of the meat market of Butkau

Van

and upright

As an

u citizen and brother.

J.

Meyers & Sons have

recently purchased the large barn on
Market

street, facing the rear of the hotel.

deserve it. The traveling community ns
Their table Is unrivalled.

refreshing rain on our dusty streets.

down quite steadily
during Tuesday and Wednesday.On
Wednesdayevening it cleared off with a
rain continuedto come

ill

ARRIVED.
shinies.

CLEARED.

could procure before going to press indi-

Aug. 29— Schr. Mt. Desert to Cheboygan, 230 bu.

cate that the election passed, off quietly,

apples.

3)— “

near the Chicago &

The Phooenix hotel,

to be elec-

The

recitals by Miss

Friday evening

last, were poorly attended.

A

_

the ground that Classis should declare

_

disciplinable offense, and

visit of one day (Tuesday),to Muske-

gon might have been pleasant, but unfor-

upon

it

of an audience,

this the

controversy was ably carried on. Although
this

view was carried by the udoplion of

among whom we can mention Mr.

J. P.

it

must be

we cannot say. We

ira-

others. Every business man with

we came

whom

--

CALL AND SEE

We winder

trance fee of, say 50 cents*

finest

assortmentof

Wines &

Liquors,

And almoit everything elie belonglni
Btockeddrug store.

In a

well

firm are the manufacturers•(

DR.

AMI-BILIOUS AND EXPECTORANT PILLS

JlND

al' hours,
Cfl-ly

-O F-

E.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

SUMMER GOODS

US.
HEROLD.

1, 1877.

At Cost.
A

MONTH

gdurantccd. $12 a day at

Maine.

19-ly

LOST.
>1

CT

Summer

RESTORES! Grnuadincs at Cost.

extravagance. Ac.
The celebrated ai'.hor, In this admit able Essay,
c’earlydcraoustr..ci-,
from a ihiri.v years' siiccemfo practice, .hu die slarmmg consequences q»
teir-jbusciiihv be radicallyenrol without the dangerous j-e of 1 ile-ma'tuei.W r or the app^cadon
of the kidfe, pointingon. a mode of cure a, once
slmp'c, renal.' ami eVeciua',by .leansof which
every sufferer, do ma er what hi; condltioo may
oe. may cure himself c .caply,privately and rad'-

in contact reported business sis. Thus the question is actually post-

if

in the Btate.

on the streets and in the family circle.

French Novelties at Cost.

All our

Summer Dress Goods

at Cost.

Summer Shawls

at

Cost.

call]/.

14T This Lecture should be In the h; nds ol
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent free under seal, In a plain envelope,to any
address,
Addressthe
19-lv

Parasols at Cost.

Pnbilsbers,

Th
41

Am

CTLTOELL HEDICAL CD,,
fit.,

tfiv

York; Post Oflce Box. 4686.

Linen Suits and Dusters

at

Cost.

Lawn

Suits at Cost.

Manufacturersof

In

DOORS} SASH}

line

fact,

everything in the

of Spring and

Goods will be offered
Blinds, Stair Bailing, Etc*
Having recently purchased tho Phr-jilx Planing
Mill, are now better prepared than eve? to do
all kinds of

Scroll

Sawing of all kinds
done to order.

Also Planing, Matching and Besawing.

a painful task to

talent in this city.

Elgin,

:o:-

report at the next regular session of Clas-

such lack freightcars to transport the accumu- bates created a deep Interest and large atmen as Edwin Booth or Rev. DeWitt Tab lating freight. Muskegon is a lively city, tendance, and is,» of course, at this hour
mage would have an audience at An en- and is one of the heaviest lumbering towns of going to press, the all-absorbing topic
and

Midi,

WritlMg Material, Snuff,
And the

A Complete a-sortment of Children’s and Infants'
shoes for full and winter,and a full line of
Ladles’ aud Gentleman'swear.

proposal to give the whole subject into the

speak to brisk; the hotels were doing well, mills poned six months, and may we not hope
empty seats. It- is deplorablewithal to were pushed to their utmost capacity since that in the mean time several)hot beads
notice how little attention wo pay to art lumber is on the rise, and the railroads will get cooled ? The able and warm deagiue

Toilit

Closing Out Sale

a

nunciation was too British to be easily Gardiner,now of the firm of Alberts & hands of a new committee, consisting of
understoodor appreciated in this country. Gardiner, wholesale and retail grocers; Revs. Pieters, Steffens,and LepelUk, and
Whether these short-comingswere owing Mr. A. Cloeting, , binder; and several the elders van Tubbergen and Mecngs, to:
to a lack of ability or to the absolute want

Fuftitmi,

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

Just published,a new edition cl
f1 BIB [Am. CULVEBWELL'S CELEBRATE! S3BAYontherarfica/curstwIthout
mediciue) of Speruutorrha-a or hemlnal
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Monts' and PhysicalIncapacity, impediments io Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits imtaced by self-indulgenceo* sexual

of her impersonationswere well tunately the drouth had given out, and that resolution,the subsequentstand taken
executed, but the majority lacked that umbrellaswere in strong demand to keep upon a resolution requiring General Synod
flue flnia|iwhich transforms the critic into us from getting; drenched.In spite of to adopt this view or else give satisfactory
^rfftsslonate listener who is overwhelmed this, however, we found severalold friends, explanationsof its 'dissent, resulted in a
by the pathos of the subject. Her pro-

Mcim

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.

--

MSDODs BOW

The formal laying of the corner-stone
of the new school-housewill occur on
color of being a personal affair, and the
Monday next, September 8th, 1879, at 1:30
oldest heads and ablest papers 'think
r. m. The programme for the occasion is
the nomination weak, and one which the

Some

*

This n*w itore will keep a full Bnpply of the best
and flueat

8CHOUTEN’8

beiug a pet poodle of the “ masher,” Ros-

dent.

Du Ruisseau on

PROPK-iaiTOR..

HEROLD, night.

E.

attend.

-

Dr.R.A.Schouten,

The abort

coe Conkling,will give the conventionthe

--

—

Three doors East of Kruisenga’s Store.

out of his position for good reasons, hut

Hope College opens for the next year Mayor Cappon, with remarks by them;
trade ho can accommodate. We can say
on Wednesday, September 17th, at 9 singing by children; oration by Rev. H.
almost the same thing for Mr. Scott and
o’clock, a. m. Examinations for admit- UUerwyk; music by the band; singing of
his hotel; once a guest is domiciled under
tance at 9:30 o’clock, a. m. Our readers Doxology; benedictionby Rev. Flower.
his roof lie is reluctant to leave. The
know that this institutionoffers education- Mementoes of the past aftd present will be
business our hotels are doing speaks well
al facilities of a high order. A grammar- deposited under the stone. If the weather
for the prosperity of this city.
school course ot lour years fits young men permits it will undoubtedly be a great
--or young ladies for active life or for a full day for Holland. Everybody is invited to
/ The greatest fair iu this part of the
^
college grade; and then the academic
State will be held at Grand Rapids, comcourse follows with the same studies as in
Clabsis of Holland met in regular sesmencing Monday, September 22d, and will
the university.We hope our citizens will
sion in this place this week. The most
continue until Saturday, September 27th.
well sustain this college, that its classes
important question for its consideration
We have no doubt but that this fair will
may be full, and that a year ol success
draw a large portion of our people, if not
was that of masonry, which was referred
may crown the effortsof the Council and
to it by overturesfrom the churches of
as exhibitors then as spectators. The peothe Faculties to make it a complete school
ple of Grand Rapids have made abundant
Holland, North Holland and Fijnaart.
in its appointments.Applications for
The majority report of the comini'lee to
preparations and spent money with lavish
admittance or for informationmay be
which th e overtures were referred took
hands to make this fair one of the finest
made to Prof. Chas. Scott, the vice-presi-

-

DRUG STORE,

.

landlord, magnetically draws to it all the

v

WARD

home made by the industrloni. Capital
not repaired-we will Bis*! you. M
women, ooj> end gliU moke money Inst- *
In order to reduce oil'- stock and make preparaabled to win ‘the battle pretty much all at work for us t iaa p’t anythingelse. The work is tion for an extensive FjM Trade, we offer the entire
rj . b anyone can ko rig t balanceof our stock or Hummer Goods at actnal
light and plea .. it n iu
over the State. Kalloch will probably be
cost.
at. 'S' ose who it o wi«e w' o bro .hls noilri
i
U<
elected mayor of Sau Francisco, and here send us .heir add- sea a. once aid Bee .'o' the
selves.Coatly o ..U <* i.e ois free. Now 1
and there a snnd-lot orator rau ahead of time. Those a' . dy at work rre Faying up ' ge
sums of money. AddressTRUE & CO., Agust
his ticket, but most of the Slate ticket and
Silks at Cost.

as follows: Calling to order by the presWest Michigan railroad depot, is constant- people will not indorse. Still, Conkling ident; opening prayer by Rev. Wm. M.
ly ciowded by regular boarders and tran- says, “as New York goes iu 1880, so goes
Coplin; music by Holland City band;
sient guests, and Mr. Ryder, its popular the nation.”
laying of the atone by Dr. Ledoboer and

ever he|d in the State.

8—ly.

Prescriptionscarefully compound at

Wollin to Kenosha,60,000 feet ash and that a very large vote was polled.
lumber.
It seems that the Republicans,who were
Four Bros, to Chicago, ft) cds.’.wood.
Maria to Milwaukee, 500 bkts. aided by some Democrats, have been en.

wise' X**

1878.

FIRST

i

peaches.
was called to the good
practical result which is likely to follow
The New York Republican State conthe example set by Mr. E. J. Harrington
vention, held at Saratogaon Wednesday
iu driving a pump in front of his premises
last, was a surprise to the admiuistratiou
cn Eighth street. The practical temperand the Republican party at large. The
ance feature of this arrangement was
nomination of Cornell, who was kicked must of the Congressmen seem
urged by Mrs. Harrington,and the temted by the Republicans.

step in the right direction.Go, do like-

Just received at

*4,

day or

Apothecaries, Holland, Mich.

“ 30— •* Wollin irom Chicago, 800 bu. corn.
All eyes are turned to California to see
“ 30— “ Four iiros. from Chicago. 4 ton* coal.
how she voted! The latest advices we
Sept, l— ** Maria from Milwaukee,light.

attention

to feel indebted to her for showing them a

—

sixteen years of age, she better be sent to

this.

Auu. 29-Schr. Mt. Dcucrl from Manistee,51,000

“ 30— “
1— “

perance organizations of this city ought

OF

BOOTS & SHOES
-

M. It she lias
The following are the arrivals and a Cough or Cold, try the American Cough
clearances as reported at the custom house Cure, a positive cure, reliable aud safe.
up to Thursday night:
Sold by T. E. Annis & Co., Druggists and

Sept.

Our

—

The

bed about nine o’clock P.

with one accord laud our principal hotel.

Hoij.awd.March

(for Medicinal use only,)

STOCK

IsTEW

clouds began to gather, and to scatter the

Pens*

ot (Sold

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.

A Large and Fine

Our Daughters.—“Where shall I send
pounds. It was a beautiful animal for
iy
daughter” asks a female Seminary
meat, and will be on the block to-day.
adyertisment.
If the young lady is under
Lovers of good meat will do well to get

progress. They

It pleases us to note their

supreme

of Mr. Gerril Van Zocren, weighing 1300

indication of prosperity we can

mention that Mrs.

this decision to the

Zocren, which they had purchased [strong wind from the northwest.

few pounds of

Mnc

Full

court.

The drouth came to an end quite sudSmith Safety Lamp.
denly on Monday evening last, when the

Harris &

be there in and costs but

Rev. W.u. M. Coflin will preach his
farewell sermon to his congregation on
Sunday next, September 6lh. The rules
and regulations of the, M. E. church do
not admit of his being returned here,
having been three years among us, and
many with us will regret to loose so genial

appealedfrom

light there will be a universal demand for

on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, the the

All Kinds of Spectacles.

are sorry to hear several complaints now a heavy accumulationof hills drawn

•

as life and propertry is valued,

and kerosene

Jewelry & Fancy Goods.

English financialcircles are disturbed

—

some of the finest in this part of the

Ware, Watches, Clocks,

a

-

is

DEALERS IN

by the expectation that heavy shipments

German royal bride, about fruit being stolen out of gardens— against American wheat shipments, Itis reand an illustrated German paper depicts ripe and unripe. Now this is demoralizing ported, and the only available resources
Rev. B. F. Matrau, of Louisiana, Mo.,
such an article given to the Empress fifty to gardenersand fruit-growers,and should for meeting then is the return of gold or
preached in Grace (Episcopal) church on
years ago.
be stopped at once by the severest punish- bonds, the latter involving a loss, at presSunday last. To morrow (Sunday) Rev.
-«•».
ment that the law prescribes.
incut,
ent rates, of about 2 per cent. The harE. Flower will preach in that church, both
“How is it miss, you gave age to the your
vest prospect in the British islands is so
morning and evening.
1ST of letters remaining in the Post
ME
census taker as only twenty-five,when you
poor that there is little doubt of a steady
office at Holland, Mich., Sept. 4th, 1879:
demand for American grain throughout
Mr. E. J. Harrington is buying and were born the same year I was, and I am
Bradley O. Blarkman, Miss Angeline Park,
shipping fruit extensively, and is doing a thirty-nine?" “Ah, you have lived tfiuch
the year, aud, as there is no indication of
Mr. Dalf Hurkin, Wm. H. Reynolds,Miss
faster then I, sir.”
n compensatingAmerican demand for
large business. He has just added a bran
Nella Covey, Nicl Downie, Mrs. Susan
British manufactures,a heavy depletion
new show case full of cigars to his stock,
Among our local events wo can mention Shaw.
of the English coin reserves Is almost insome of which arc splendid.
Wm. Vkubkkk, P. M.
the wedding of Mr. Johannes Lisman tOj
evitable.To the mass of the English peoMiss Mary de Witt, on Saturday evenlm
If you want to see a fine residence in
At the new trial of the Nibbelink case ple thu outlook is one of almost unparalcourse of construction, then call and see last, at the residence of Mr. Adrian Van in the circuit court of Ottawa county, Mr. leled gloom. The latest advices make
Ms. Li^rftTn and
the building of our dental surgeon, D. M. Putten.f*t^ec?TtrlTMiUilati
Henry Nibbelink,the virtual contestant the crop reports still gloomier, and it is
lady,
and
wish
them
ajjoncymoon
of long
Gee, on Ninth street, directly west of the
of the will, was awarded $898.00. The predicted in British papers that wheat
duration.
First Reformed church. The plaster work
administrator aud legal hciis have again must rise in price.
--regulation presents to

Jewelers,

keep a sharp

it

anywhere.

rich ornamented garter is one of the

move

a

American food for English
consumption.Considerable sales of railthe Colonel
road iron to American parlies, lately ef-

to carry religion into politics.

practicalbenefit

five dollars in any other

is

Watchmakers |

the butter-tub factory,yesterday morning,

- Territory.
more

In the township of Holland,
Dutton and Fred. L.

power the law gives them.

New thereby losing the forefinger and bad),
York, Chicago and another now nameless damaging the thumb.
in Washington
,
>*•*Col. Bob Ingersoll proposes to have a
“I have always noticed," said a shrewd party of his owu after Sept. 15, and with
pocket is always of

:

lookout, and discard the “penny wise, Silver
Cal.,

C. Coffn predicts that in 1900

the township of Fillmore

We hope they wlil

tion.

Driest,got his left band in a buzz saw,

the former are sworn in, and the latter go
out swearing.

be

gentlemenhave been chosen

ago was caused by blows dealt him by his Souter. This

for the relief of their

old financier,“that one dollar in

observing politician says that the

to

A. Visscher, C. A.

three largestcities in America will be

Muskegon, commencing on Tuesday, Sep-

but deeming it wise

far to go free,

led by the brutalityof her husbandto con- Schepers.

J.

flit of August.

fruit-grpwers have been lucky enough so

among us. In

Third Reformed.

Joslm&Breyman,

Mrs. Zwbmkr, of Saugatuck,has been Geo. S. Harrington, E. Ellen and J.

25 cents per bottle.

Alberti and Mr. H. W. Verbeck, on the

Ben-

with the yellows, our

afflicted

the following

Amercian poets.

most reliable remedy

the safe arrival at Rotterdam of Mr.

in the

of

fess that the death of their son three years

seven pounds.

at St. Joseph,

Rev. G. Van dk Kreeke, of Boston, ot the laws of fids State aud have held
preachedin the First Reformed church of meetings to appoint commissionersto fight
this city on Sunday last, and In the after- against this fell destroyer,shofild it appear

declined rapidly.

Viuke, was presented this week with a

beam

Since our neighbors

ton Harbor, and South Hivfen, have been

recent nuns hastened the ripening

The

bits of

An

I

J

of all kinds of fruit, and prices have since

him with

tips the

home form

fore-armedthey have availed themselves

for

the state Legislalpre^

bouncing daughter who

.

lady arrived

on Saturday last.

nesday, September 17th.
111.,

The Democrats of Washington county,
Miss., have nominated a colored

the cast

fever is growing worse in

phis, around

r~

town.

Our

Prof. Beck and

make Mary marry.

Rev. E. C. Ggoel, of Ksnkakee,
is in

need write but n single letter to

Any one of the above articlesmade to order to
any size or meaanre on abort notice and at Grand
Kaplda prices.

Cor.

River l Tenth sts.

cost, as we

Summ
at

•

prime

do not intend to

carry them over.;
This bona fide redaction will give all those

who

are In want of any of the above named goods a
chance to save from 15 to 15 per cent

¥
Comer Canal & Bronson St
Grand Rapid*, Mich.
Strictly One Price Store.

your mother. Hand Portugal 25* grains. The famous Kohi-noor, or Mountain of Light, is the
My nune ia J. L. tfloM.
ut money-broken I'm the bou,
“Oh, it is not my Carlos l* cried property of the Queen of England. The
And a pillar of the chnrch I be;
one which adorned the tiara of Pius IX,
Helen. “ Oh, what shall I do ? ”
I paaa around the plate;
" It is Carlos— at least it is the man and was bequeathed by him to his sucA piona look I cultivate,
And I never,hardly ever, u«e a big, big 0.
you’ve been corresionding with," said cessor, Leo XIII., is one of the finest
-WUlkm CulUti Bryant.
the voice under the hat. “Bnt I’m no stones known. It came from the treasThere la a boarding house, far, far away,
Prince and no husband for you. Hand ury of the Duke of Burgundy, seized at
Where they have fried ham and eggs
over the money and the jewelry and G ransom. It was sold after the battle
Three times a day.
111 not hurt you. I haven’t mnch fancy to a Jew of Berne, for 3 crowns, then
Qh, hpw them boarders yell,
When they hear the dinner bell;
know all the fellows.”
for a bread-and-butter miss, and an successively for 5,000 and 6,000 ducats,
Oh, how them eggs do smell
Helen listened with new emotions idiot who wonld run off with a man and afteiwardpurchased for 14,000 by
Three times a day
—OUter Wendell Bohnes.
rising in her breast.
she didn’t know, to boot. Horry; I’m Luigi Sfbrza, from whom it passed into
the hands of Pope Julius 11. for 20,000
She
began
to
feel delighted with the waiting!”
A gushing yonng damsel, Lddnder,
Poor Helen ! She felt as though the ducats. Every one knows that the
Leaned out of the back bedroom winder,
idea of schooL
’Neath which her lov-ar ,
She had thought it a dull routine of sudden end of the world would to a “ Regent,” of the weight of 136 carats,
t Lightly picked his guiUr,
is the finest of the diamonds belonging
geography
and history, music and comfort.
With no bull dogs or shot-guns to hinder.
— Longfellow.
mathematics; bat flirtations,love-letShe was ready to die of shame and to the French regalia. Connoisseurs
considerit to be worth 12,000,000 francs.
ters, and a knowledge of all the fellows mortification.
A bysterlcky creature,Deborah,
Bat admiring the crimson Aurora,
brightened the vista amazingly.
' But she gave her purse, her watch —Galignani's Messenger.
, When a mouse in distress,
She listened to the epistles, which and all her small possessionsto the robIt in under her dress;
Oatmeal Water as a Beverage.
her companionsdid not hesitate to read ber, who with a loud laugh gathered
She fainted and fell on the floor-ab.
-Walt Whitman.
*
On
board steamships the firemen emthem
up
and
jumped
out
of
the
caraloud.
She
even
helped
one
of
the
girls
to
ployed
about the furnaces are someriage,
calling
to
the
driver
There was a youno lady from Muscle,
Ran off with m feller named Russel,
answer hers, and she retired by the
“Take that girl back to the school, times greatly exhausted by heat. Their
Tney came 10 t^l* town,
light of the long wax candle, to read Jo^n, will you?"
profuse perspiration renders a large
and w<re willing around,
When our Bill' -goat busted her bustle,
herself asleep over a piece of literature
.quantity of water necessary to supply
The driver did as he was told.
x— Henry F. Longfellow.
Miss Helen White stood on the door- the waste. The ingestion of clear waby some French author.
She awoke the next morning to find step of Miss Minerva’s seminary again, ter under these circumstances appears
Now the swell In slyle arrayed
Goes forth to promenade.
the young lady in the next bed up and but not alone; with her stood the to answer very imperfectlythe wants of
But wills ’neath the fervor of the sunbeam’sglance,
the system. It seems to pass through
And so do bis collate and his Jacketsand his panli, dressed, and to hear her declare that driver, in a furious rage.
—SAaitpeare.
she had been “flirtingout of the winHe demanded pay. She had no the circulation to the skiu, percolate as
dow for an hour with the splendidest money.
through a sieve, and flow over the surTwo heads with but a singlethought,
fellow.”
Two hearts that beat Is one
He swore lie would be paid, and rang face of the body in streams. A large
Two pairs of lips In suspense held—
So dawned a new life upon Helen the bell and batteredthe door until not drink of cold, or even cool water, under
Two little smacks— yum 1 yum ! r
White, a life her mother little dreamed only the servants,but Miss ) Minerva the^e circumstances,on an empty stom—John 0. Whit Her.
of.
and four and twenty scholars ap- ach, is very dangerous and liable to
Mary had a littlelamp,
Weeks passed. '
peared in the hall aud on the stairway produce death with almost the suddenFilled fud of kerts^e;
She
also flirted; she also received
ness of an electric shock. Great pracShe took It once to light a fire,
in all sorts of impromptu drapery, ana,
love-letters from strangers; she also
And hat not since benzine,
having decided that it was neither fire tical advantage has been obtained by
—Tennyeon.
subscribedto the library, and read bad nor murder, opened the door to be- miring farinaceous substances, espeFrepch books by the score.
Oh rich end rsre were the gjms they wore,”
hold Miss White and her angry ^m- cially oatmeal, with the water to be
Purchasedst coat st the dtllar it. 're.
, She was naturally a silly girl, and had
used by the men employed at this kiud
panion.
—Tom Moore.
no strong principle to sustain her.
“Pay me,” cried this worthy. “You, of labor. The oatmeal is mixed in the
Guided by her companions, and the
missus, that drives the machine, pay proportion of three or four ounces to
easy prey of circumstances,she behaved
RATHER ROMANTIC.
me. Here’s a gent hires me to carry the gallon of water, and used according
most foolishly,and forgot all the old
to inclination by the firemen and coaloff his gal, and, when they falls out and
heavers. It might be difficult to deterThe select boarding-school,of which ideas of propriety which had once been parts, I loses my fare. Pay me 1”
Hiss Minerva Patterson was the head, her guide.
But Miss Minerva, recognizing her mine why oatmeal* for this purpose,
was a very ambitions establishment,inTo one of her admirers,who signed scholar, darted forward, rescued her, should be better than corn meal, or
himself “Carlos,” she wrote as a girl slammed the door in the man’s face, or- buckwheat, or rye, wheat, millet, etc.,
deed.
Only first- claas pupils were admit- ought scarcely to write to her betrothed dered the servants to guard it, and but the firemen themselves seem to
think it has the effect of making them
ted; first-olaasteachers only were em- lover.
asked for explanations.
And she forgot how guilty she would
The explanation ended- in a swoon as strong as horses. We may safely all'o this seminary, Mrs. Adolphus once have felt had she kept a secret on the part of Miss Minerva, and hys- low something for this kind of prejudice, which we know to be very potent
White, a wealthy widow, had, after from her mother.
terics ou that of Helen White.
Mrs.
White
was
delighted
with
Helen’s
anxious waiting for a vacancy, at last
The next morning Charles stood be- among the influences on health and dissent her daughter Helen, a young girl progress.
fore his sister with a peculiar ex- ease. The peculiar aroma of the oats is
probably associated with a pleasantdeof 17, whose face and form were reMiss Minerva gave her a volume, pression on his face.
gree of stimulation of the alimentary
markably pretty, but who was by no “The Guide to Young Ladies,” as a
In her lap she held a packet of letters
mucous surfaces in such a way as to
means a girl of great good sense.
prize for fine deportment, and nobody which she had perused.
“ It is settled at last, Charles,” said had any suspicion that her head was
“Can it be that my daughter would promote its complete digestion. It
Mrs. White to her bachelor brother, as full of nonsense and her pockets full write and receive such things as these?” seems to fill the blood-vesselswithout
increasing the amount of cutaneous exthey sat at lunch together. 11 Helen of love-lettersfrom an utter stranger, she said.
halations. The men occasionallytry
ia with Miss Patterson,and I am so re- to whom she had told all the particulars
“My dear sister,” said Charles, “all is
lieved. She will form her mind and of her life, and the full extent of her as I have stated, and it is well that, on acid, saccharineand alcoholic drinks as
manners, and make her the sort of a fortune, and to whom she had given the part of the gentleman, it was all a substitutes for the oats, but always with
unsatisfactory results, eicept that they
girl I should bring ont. I shan't do vows of eternal constancy; not exactly
piece of acting. Helen was in earnest,
find molasses and water better than clear
this too early. I was married myself in black and white, for black ink was
and has no idea that her letters were
water, and they who are disposed to inat her age, and I know that one loses voted vulgar at Miss Minei'va’s, but in
from her uncle.”
sist on the excellence of rum and whisky,
youth by being in society too young.” purple.
“That he, in a mustache and cloak,
under all circumstances, petition for
And Mrs. White, who had no wish to
At last the climax arrived.
eloped with her, and wound up the afsettle into tho elderly matron as yet,
Something befell her that had not fair by robbing her; or that the driver these, and experience after each ingestion a momentary relief, followed by adsoftly sipped her chocolate.
befallen any of her room-mates as yet. was his old friend Wen ter, who had
ditional profuseness’ofperspirationand
“ Yon don’t really mean to say that
Carlos offered his hand and heart, daughters of his own, and who promised
additional exhaustion.— Dr. Joseph
you have sent Helen away from home, and begged her to elope with him.
to wind up the affair in the most dreadWilson.
sister?” said Charles. “A mother
She read the letter aloud to Emma, ful manner possible.

GEM8 FBQM POPULAR 1 GETS.

--

the other. “Well, you’ll have plenty
before you’ve been here six months.
It’s the nicest school I ever went to.
Old Ramrod— that’s Miss Patterson,
you know- can’t see an inch beyond
her nose, and we flirt splendidly, Mias
Collins and all. Miss Oollins is an assistant when we promenade. Our first
class has the name of being regular
witches, all through the town. We

«

A MONODY.

ised to coax from

them over.”

BX DB, LA IfOILLK. j
Hark

the tree-tope
ere sighing,
Welling their dirges.
For sammtr Is dying;
She U dying alone;
Hear the griered nig^t-ghosta moan !
For the queen of the year la dying.
Id

Dost thou remember
The beautifulmaiden
Followingwinter,
With roses o’erlsdenf 4
Like an old man beguiled
By the mirth of a child.
So was winter charmed by this maiden.

I

/

Thus, in her besnty
she grew, till the falnat,
Kindest and dearest;
And then she, the rarest
Of all maidens,was seen
As the year s darling queen,
With a beauty that is the rarest.

.

Here, with her smiling,
Harvests were springing
Up from the furrow,
And here birds were singing.
Well might nature rejoice
With a unlaonedvoice,
While this maiden's praise she was singing.

:

But in this midnight,
With nothing to cheer it,
Midnight so mournful,

Now cometh s spirit:
Oh! his form is like death.
And we hold our hushed breath,
While he comes for her parting spirit.
Soon through the darkness
Her soul will be flying;
Wail mteerere!
For summer is dying,
she is dying alone;
Hear the weepingghosts moan!
For the queen of tho year is dying.

1

,

pTt

1

The night winds

Shabuona'h Qbovi, 111.

PITH AND POINT

An exchange believes jumping the
rope to be trippingthe light, fantastic
tow. Hempossiblel
“Beaux on the shoes are fashionable,”
soliloquized old Hardheart when he
kicked Sarah’s young man out.

The

lilies of the field have pistils;

and every wide-awake citizen of
Texas

is

fair

“arrayed like one of these.”

The

hired girl who was called up at
the morning thinks arose
two hours later would sound quite as
sweet.
4 o’clock in

Cipher is the very appropriatename
New Hampsnire balloonist who has
invented a new air-ship. We suppose
he is, in all that the term implies, an
of a

airy naught.

“Marriage,” says a cynic, “is like
putting your hand into a bag containing
ninety-nine snakes and one eel. You
may get the eel, but the chances are
against you.”
Tutor— “Come, now, Mr.

B., give

me

example of Hogarth’s line of
grace. Can’t you think of it? It’s a
curved article that you see every day.”
Mr. B. (desperately)—“A— a— pretzel.”
a familiar

Says

New York Commercial Ad-

the

vertiser: “Several papers have been
making fun of the Duke of Argyll's red
hair, bnt he can’t help it, gentlemen ; he
was bom so.” Sort o’ redheaditary, eh ?
—Boston Transcript.

One of

most trying moments in
yonng man is when he has
he doesn’t know what to do with,

the

the

life of a

should never let her daughter live apart Rose, Grace and Maria, and, all in a
$2
“You must, however, promise to send
A Savage Duel.
and is at a loss to decide which to purfrom her, if she can avoid it. Send flutter, begged their advice on the mat- for Helen to-morrow, and to keep the
her to Miss Minerva all day, if you ter.
chase, a colored shirt or a pair of eyeJames
Dobbins
and
Michael
Burns
truth of this affair a secret, so that it
choose, but have her at home at night.”
were neighbors, living in the Kansas glasses.—New York Star.
“ He says he’s a Prince,” said Helen, may be a life-long lesson to her.”
“It’s quite the thing among sensible with a glow on her cheeks, “ and, you
river bottom, six and a half miles from
Sugar, the chemists tell us, is comMrs. White listened.
people to patronize boarding schools,” know, of course, I’ll be a Princess if I
Four years ago posed of coal and water. Now, if the
She was angry, but she had sense Kansas City,
said Mrs. White, “and Miss Minerva is marry him ; and, of course, he shall inDobbins got married, aud at tlie time grocers would only remember this, and
enough to do as her brother desired.
a lady of excellent family and highly vite yon to our castle. Last night I
And it was not until Helen was mar- Burns lent him $80. The sum was put coal in the sugar, when they feel
accomplished.”
met him— I coaxed Biddy to watch and ried that She learned that her love af- never paid back, and on this account compelled to mix it, instead of sand, it
“Of course,” said Uncle Charles, “and let me in— and he was all wrapped up fair, elopement and desertion were all there was bad feeling between the men. would be gratifying to their customers.
it’s all right for girls who have no in a cloak ; but he was splendid. He carried out by her Uncle Charles, who Bums visited the city one day recently, —Burdette.
homes or mothers ; bat take any set of has a foreign accent and a black mus- knew what the result of a boarding- and Dobbins was engaged to work on
Some people who think that by
young things you may select and put tache.”
school flirtationmight be, and cured his the road. On his way home Bums church memberships they are prethem together for awhile, and they’ll “Oh,” cried Maria, “I love a foreign nicer by giving her a bitter lesson of all passed the place where Dobbins and empting homesteads in a land that is
hatoh out mischief. And girls are all accent.”
iiiSpoBltionto impxddent conduct in others were working. The men did fairer than this, will find that putting
not speak. To go to his house Dobripe for it now-a-days,I can tell you, in
idoiish
sentimentality.
blank envelopes iu the contributionbox
“And .I’ve promised to run away with
bins had to pass by that of Burns. on Sunday will provide a serious drawany of our towns.”
him to-night,”said Helen. “He says
When Dobbins arrived in front of back to reading the titles clear.
“But by such discipline as Miss Min- ma will be sure to forgive us ; and he’s
Mental Cares of Physical Disease.
Burns’ house he found the latter standerva’s,”said Mrs. White, “Miss Miner- awfully rich. And, oh, how I do feel,
The American young lady who be
GovERNE88(desirou8 of explaining the
ing there, revolver in hand.
,
,
va’s pnpils could not get into mischief.”
girls!”
lieved that she had got a bristle of her
said:
“Jim,
I
want
that
money
you
Yori\
^0W
Bi1J?P08e’iir
And she arose from the table.
“Of course you do. But it will be so tooth-brush fixed in her throat got
dy, that you gave pussy all the milk she
owe me." Dobbins made a reply which
“ Oh ! ” said Charles. “ Well, if you’re
nice,” said Maria.
worse and worse, though there was no
incensed Burns. Burns showed anger can lap, all the meat she can eat, and
sure of that, I might as well be silent.”
“They never have bridesmaids on an bristle there, till she was persuadedby
and Dobbins said : “ Throw down that all the sweet cake she cares for, what
Meanwhile, the first day of Helen’s elopement,” said Rose; “oh, how I’d
her doctor’s ruse that he had extracted
will she have?” Freddy (with surrevolver and I can whip you.” Burns
attendance at Miss Minerva’s school like to go.”
it, after which she recovered as rapidly.
prising alacrity) : “Kittens.” — Marion
threw the revolver on the ground by
drew to a close. Supper was over. The
And while Mrs. White, sitting with a On the other hand, there are very well his side, when Dobbins said: “You (Ohio) Mirror.
musical exercises came to an end.
dear friend, who also had grown daugh- attested cases, though none are quoted have the drop on me now, but if you
Old Mrs. Cuir says she has alway,
The evening worship was over.
ters, but who kept them at home, con- by this writer, in which mere fright, diwait till I come back I will be heeled to noticed that in the summer-time, when
The whole school marched off in
gratulatedherself on dear Helen being rected to the expected suffering of a meet you.” Dobbins then drove his it is not needed, the sun is always as
battalions, with an inch of wax candle
safe at sebool, this affectionatedaugh- diseased part, has caused a powerful team into his yard, and, leaving them hot as an oven, while in the winter,
in a flat candle-stick for each room.
but salutary revolutionin the condition
Gas was forbidden,and indeed ter, from whom she had just received a of the diseased organ. Dr. Carpenter unhitched,ran into his house, and, get- when a warm sun would be very agreecharming epistle,correctedby Miss
ting two revolvers, started toward able, it is always as cold as an ice-house.
turned off from the dormitories.
Minerva and touched up by the writing- — if we mistake not— in his “ Mental Burns’ place. Burns was sitting on the We have noticed this, too. It must be
And at last Helen, with four yonng
master, was packing her small bundle Physiology,” gives a case of the com- door-step.Without saying a word, the fault of the almanac-makers.
ladies who belonged to her room, was
in preparationfor flight, aided and abet- plete absorption of some very danger- and presentinga revolver in each hand,
“ The gre»te*tbird to foight,”says Pat,
fairly shut into her nightly resting“HarriDg the agle. la the duck:
ted by the four yonng ladies to whose ous tumor in a very few hours, under Dobbiifs opened fire on him. The
place.
He baa a folne large bill to peck,
the influence of mere terror at the prosexample she owed so ranch.
balls
took
effect in the side of the
And plenty of real Irish pluck.
Then came a metamorphosiswhich
At 12 of the night she slipped down- pect of the pain of the surgical opera- house. Burns then ran into the house,
And, thin, do yemoind the fut be has?
astonished the new-comer.
Full as broad over as a cup;
stairs with her little parcel in her hand. tion— it was before the days of chloroShow me the fowl upon two legs
The elegance of demeanor which had All in the house Were asleep save the form— which had been determined on got his pistol and rushed at Dobbins.
That’s able fer to thrip him up !n
The
men
advanced
to within two feet of
characterized her companions in the four friends in the first-class dormitory. to remove it. Here was a case where ateach
other before a shot was fired. DobIt always appears to be absurd to us
rooms below dropped off like so many Bridget had left the key in the look. It tention— and attention of no hopefnl
bins fired first, the shot bitting Burns
to
hear the hero or heavy villain in the
masks.
kind— produced the very oppositeeffect
was dangerous.
on the right fore-arm.Burns retaliat- melodrama exclaim, at the footlights,
to that which, in the American young
One, the tallest and most stately,
If she were not the Cvst up in the
ed, and sent two bullets through Dobbefore secreting himself in a musty
lady’s case, attention of the despondent
wedged her scissors into the door
morning it might lose her her place.
bins’ chest. Dobbins, in return, shot
closet in the castle : “ And— now— if—
such a manner as to form a temporary
Out into the moonlight harried the kind, had produced— the very same ef- Burns through the abdomen. Barns’ Fm — dis — cov — e-r-r-r-ed — I’m — lost
fect, indeed, which a remission of attenbolt, and stopped up the keyhole with a
yonng girl
last shot strnck Dobbins under the left
I’m lost!” when the stupidest boy in the
bit of wadding.
The white beams showed her pretty, tion, when accompaniedby jthe hope of ear, and passed clear through his head. too gallery knows very well if he’s found
core, had in that case produced.— LonThe next produced a long wax candle foolish face pallid as that of a ghost.
Both men, now in dying agony, clinched
—he’s found.
from her pocket, and,; having lit it,
She had never set foot in the street don Spectator.
each other. They fell to the gaound,
flonrished it aloft, with a cry of:
Boston Olobe :
small • boy was
alone at such an hoar before.
Dobbins being underneath. Burns
The Finest Diamonds in the World.
“Who cares for 014 Ramrod’s regulaA terror seized her— a sense of her
beat Dobbins over the head and face sent to the country to board a short
tions now?”
Western sovereignsare not the pos- with the butt of his revolver. Then, time ago. He promised his mother that
own wickedness.
And a third rushed to a corner of Perhaps she* would have turned back, sessors of the finest diamonds in the thinking that Dobbins was dead, he he would write a good long letter, dethe room, turned up the carpet, and, bnt that a figure in a cloak came at that world, for the Rajahs of Matan, Borneo, started to leave him. With dying en- scribing his trip and boarding place,
with an exclamation of “Here are two, moment from the shadow of a porch and and the Shah of Persia have the largest ergy Dobbins torned, and in a moment etc. A week went by, and his poor
hitherto known. The one belonging to had thrown Barns under. One of the mother was nearly distractedwhen she
one for you and one for me,” held up seized her by the arm.
the Emperor of tfre Monguls weighed neighbors,a Mrs. Kalfton, appeared at got the followinginteresting litter from
“Ah, my own Helen 1” said a voice.
two letters.
The fourth girl, with a little ecstatic
It was Carlos— Prince Carlos— her 279 carats (about four grains each), and this time and puUed Dobbins off Barns. him: “lam here, and I swapped my
was valued at 12,000,000 francs. The Two yonng men came up, and the men watch for a pup, and he is the boss
shriek, caught her prize and tore it open. own Prince.
famous Orloff, the property of the Rus- were separated. Bums was taken to pup; and I went in swimmin’ fourteen
And the young 1 lady of ' the wax*
Romance came to her aid.
candle thus addressed Mias Helen
She forgot her fears, and entered the sian crown, is one of the most remarka- his house, and the two yonng men times yesterday,and the fellow stole
White?
ij
j .• i i t
carriage waiting round the corner with ble diamonds, on account of the well- started to take Dobbins to his house. my pocket-book, and I want some
known circumstances under which it They had hardly gone five yards before money; and I shall bring the pup
“I don’t suppose you’ll go and tell him.
was brought to Europe. The large Dobbins sank down on his knees and home.”
.
Away
they
drove,
how
far
Helen
did
old Patterson. We shall have to keep
stone belonging to the Emperor of Bra- died in the woods. He died without
your secrete after awhile. Biddy, the not know.
Mrs. Montague onee said to Sir
zil, which weighs 1,730 carats, would be
Suddenly
the
arm
that
encircled
her
saying a word. Barns lingered until
chamber-maid, is our postman. She’ll
William
Pepys, on seeing a very awkworth many millions were not its brill- the next morning, when he died.
get all your love letters for you, and was withdrawn, and a voice said :
ward
man
come into the room : “There
“ Look here, young woman. No noise. iancy diminished by certain -defects.
bring them up on the aly ”
is a man who wonld give one of his
Mrs.
Jonks
says
her
husband
will
The
Snltan
of
Nizain’s
diamond
weighs
“I haven’t any love-letters. I have PH choke you if you try to scream.
You have your watch and jewelry with 400 carats; that of the Emperor of Aus- never be strnck by lightning, because he hands to 'know what to do with the
no lover,” said Helen, blushing.
other.”
“Your ma is strict,I suppose,”said you, I hope, and the money you prom- tria 29 grains; and that of the King of always gets insulate.

Mo.
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LOCOMOTIVES’ SPEED.
What an Old Engineer Says About Running a
Mile a Minute.
[From the New York Sun]
M How fast do you think wo are traveling?” Charley Fraser, one of the oldest engineers of the New York, Lake
Erie and Western railway, asked a Sun
reporter, as they wore standingtogether
on the footboard of locomotive 309,
rushing over the meadows toward
Rutherford Park.
“ I should think we were going nearly
a mile a minute.”
M A mile a minute 1” said Fraser. “ I
doubt if you ever rode mile a minute.
Few locomotives have driving-wheels
over five feet, and I have my doubts if
a five-foot wheeler can be pushed a mile
a minute. . People have a very erroneous idea of the speed of railroad trains.
We are not going now more then thirtyfive miles an hour, and this is very fast.
a'

Few

trains meke this speed. Tiie. pas-

sengers in the cars would think we were
going a mile a minute sure if I was to
pull out the throttle so as to send her
forty miles an hour. The express trains
make no such time as the local trains.
Where we lose is with so many stops.
No man could stand on a platform car
and face the wind going a mile a
minute and live. The breath would
actually be blown out of his body. You
couldn’t count the telegraph poles going
a mile a minute. Talk to an old engineer of that rate being made by a
passenger train, and he would laugh. I
made a mile in a minute once, however.
It was when I was but 18 years of age.
I was an engineer then, in charge of a

ing was ever found in any of them. $1175 ^taVpiuTklS^ril $100 $777 AddrelsIU,p.
Above the sarcophagi are inscriptions Proportionalretuma erery.weekon St«>ck^)jiHoriaof
**Ot - *.>0. - SlOO, relating to their burial, and in whose OfficialReportsand Circular* free. Addreaa
reign they died. Many tablets were T. POTTER WIGHT A CO.. Hanker- at Wall 8t. N.Y.
TNATOV* EGYPTIAN NALVE-For Korea,
DISKASKM.
found upon the walls, which were placed
fig
there as offeringsto the god; these, Ul 1 U llllail to write. Dr.F.K. Marab.Ouincy
Ag'U wanted
however, were all allowed to be taken
to

Paris.”
Th©

TEAS!
1

on a down

grade,

with a

full

head of steam, when we were spinning
along as if we were all going to destruction, and the motion of the piston going
over the center could no longer be distinguished, the bell rang.
had
reached the rate of a mile a minute.
It was the fastest I ever rode, before or
since. I tried hard to make a mile a
minute on subsequent miles, but lacked
it three or four seconds every time. I
couldn’t squeeze another mile inside of
the sixty seconds. When you hear a
man telling about riding in a passenger
train thet ran a mile a minute, don’t say
anything, but mentally scratch off a
good allowance.”

We

Ancient Memphis.

A

traveler in the

East

gives the fol-

_

MEN
IVIbll

einensca. or a’llowa large compiitilea, to aell our

Prod net * of IndlgesUon.

Inabilityof the stomach to act upon the food
productive of serious and speedy mischief to
the entire bodily economy. The circulation
Unbundles and grows poor; leanness, pallor,
and a loss of muscular and organic power
supervene;but, worse than this, the functions
associated with and dependent upon digestion,
sucb as evacuation and the secretion of bile,
grow irregular, and the organs whose business
it is to discharge those functions become badly
disordered. This disastrousstate of things is
more readilyand thoroughly rectified with
Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters than any known
medicinal agent The stomach being invigorated. the life-givingprinciples of the blood are
increased, the system properly nourished, leanness and debility overcome,and the bowels and
liver thoroughly and promptly regulated.

No Hotel In Chicago
Is more favorably known than the Tremont.
With appointments in all respectsfinished and
complete, with polite and genial attendants,
and with a host who is truly a host— John A.
Hioi-thereis every reason why this hotel
B iould be a favorite with the traveling public.

.w
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General Grant

A. &IMP80N A CO..
49 Exchange Place, New York.
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We

,

PxCTORXAXa

N. Y.

Agenta on salsty or commission.Address.
pay either to

10

JM^nsSUkjit.DjsC. H

It

.^Sykesj

largs doubla-column pages, and la the most oompiets
History of tha World erar published. It sails at light.
Sand for specimen pages and aztra terms to AgenU.and
aaa why It Mils faitar than any other book. Address
CO., Chicago,111

return the True Theory of^sUrrh,"’ and
information of a "SureOura" Cuf lAbmu
1

full

M J

month. Krerr graduate guaranteeda paying situation. Address R. valentine,Manager, Janesville, WU.

terms addre«sHnnn *Hn Bnoa..Chlcsiro.
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HUNT’S

THE NORTH.

REMEDY
_ _
HUNT'S REMEDY

Pamphlet with full Informationmailed free. Apply to

1

McKINLAY, Land Com’r,
Ht. P. M.

AM.

compound.
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hat been before the nubile
used by all
withoutthe

thirty yean, and
claaaea,with and

-

Coun-

lowing interestingaccount" of his visit
to the remains of ancient Memphis,
founded by the first known Egyptian
King— Menes: “But what did we see
of this wonderful city ? Only a succession of mounds,” says the writer, “a few
pieces of ancient statues, and, far down
below the present level, with its face in
the center, a magnificent figure of a
woman in Egyptian dress, with noble
features and finely modeled form, almost perfect, although probably 4,000
years old. As a matter of course, we
lingered and looked • as long as we
thought sentiment required, then
pushed on to the remarkableruins of
the cemetery,which was connected
with this city, or I should say, magnificent city of the dead — to the very
confinesof which Memphis extended.
It is now but a little more than a vast
mountain of sand, being just on the
precincts of the African desert. There
are so many tombs everywhere peeping
out, and so large a number of pyramids
— eighty-one in all— scattered about,
that the interest is keenly excited at
once, and at every step some new development take place. When we remembered that old Memphis was seventeen miles in circuit, and was occupied with villas, gardens, and sacred
groves, we can realize more than in any
other waj the wondrousness of the
scene which remains to us to-day. After
passing the largest pyramid, considered
the oldest monument of antiquity in
the world, we descended rapidly to the
one little house of refuge standing in
the midst of the sand, dismountedand
lunched— thus securing a good resting
season, and after about an hour started
out with our guides to the two special
points of interest here, the mausoleum
of the sacred bull, and the tomb of the
priest Tih, the latter built about

3050 B. 0. These were uncovered
in 1860 by the Egyptian authorities,
who, first noticing mounds in the sand
bearing the appearanceof heads, ap-

Kras
iW.atMiis

_

has saved from lingaring disease and death hundreds of
well-knowncitizens.

_

The reason why medical practitioners do not
hesitate to proscribeDr. T. Wilhoft’sAntiPeriodicor Fever and Ague Tonic is as follows : Messrs. Whoelock, Finlay A Co., of
New Orleans, its proprietors, have published
He composition,and physicianshave approved
it because it containsno dangerous drug, and
because it invariably proves successful It is
for sale by all Druggists.

_

_

The plenro-pneumonia,which

_

»»->.

vir..: At PamB. 1H67: VtEKWA, 1873; Santiago, 18711;
Philadelphia. 1876; Paris, 1878;and Grand Swedish
Gold Medal, 1878. Only American Organs ever award-
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or beast, use only

Send for circulars and catalogues,with full list of
standardSingingSchool Books.

MEXICAN MUSTANG
MENT.

It

LINIpenetrates all mus-

’

cle and flesh to the very hone,

A Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat requires im-

expelling all inflammation,

mediate attention,as neglect oftentimes results

soreness and pain, and healing

in some incurableLung Disease. “Brown's

Tho new fit)eta. editionof Pinafore(complete)aellt
finely,and Fatlnltxa(42.00), Sorcerer (IlhU), Trial by
Jury ((0 cU.), are In constantdemand.

EMERSON'S VOOA.L METHOD,

no other
can. 80
saith tho experience of two
generations of sufferers, and
so will yon say when you have
tried the “ Mustang.”

the diseased part as
Liniment ever did or

Bronchial Troches” will almost invariably
give relief. 25 cents a box.
Jack son ' Best Sweet Navy Tobacco.

Insist on having C. Gilbert’s Starches.

WORSHlf

While containinga large and valuable collection of
Church Music In the form of Tune# and Anthems, It la
iierfectlyfitted for the Hinging School and Convention
tiy the large number of Hongs. DueU, Olftea,Ac., ond Its
well-madeElementary Course.
Price 49 DO per doxen. Specimencopies mailed for

For any exter-

nal pain, sore, wound or

_

fflE VOICE OF

*to the Root

If you are satisfied to have a poor organ, or
run the risk of having a poor one, take any organ that ia offered you. But, if you desire to
bo sure of having the verv Insst, insist on having a Mason A Hamlin, and do not bo persuaded
to take any other. ^

L. 0. Kmkiison (8L&0),to a valuable new book for
Voice-Training.
conUlning all the essentials of study,
plt-ntyof exercises and plain explanations,
and costing
much leu than the larger works on the tame subject.

by

HUBacninKnow
calve weekly all the
82X10 per year.

EENTSIel

In

for the Muiioal U front), and renews, and plentyof good iiraaic, for

Pntaa. White Rours, a charming now Sunday

SchoolHong Book.

of tbo most InterestinsSerial
SUry ever presented the *«*<!•

OLIVER DITSON &

and will tend

from that date untilJan.lJg8il.for

Brnttlrhoro,

new Book

would destroy the can-

TWENTY-FIVE «!ENT*»

_

SELMSGANIST ICTG

Lay the Axe

If yoa

era of thia couiary,

I

t

DO NOT BEGIN YOUR HINGING CLASSES BEFORE EXAMINING L. 0. EMERSON'S

besieged with applicationsfor the
that he has put up a
placard in the vestibule of his home to
the effect that the distinction is not at

The Chicago Lkihieu, poatnaid,

ORGANIST.

SELF-

THE

Legion of Honor

Chew

RiMsu»

ed highesthonors at any such. Sold for cash or installmenu. IllustratedCataloguesand Circulars, with la^perfedljpure. ^Pronouncedth^breMiythoughnew stylosand price*, sent free. MASON k HAMLIN
ORGAN CO.. BOSTON. NKW YORK, or CHICAGO. award at 12 World's Expoeitiona,and ot Paris, 1878.
Bold by Druggists. W.P.Schlefrcllnd;t'o.,N,Y.

The French Minister of Agriculture

_

$77

PENSIONS!

retarded the foreign trade in American
cattle, has helped Canada, where the
disease does not exist. She has shipped
51,000 animals to England in the past
three months, which is three times as
many as the shipments in the same time

is so

BILL,”

The famous Roout,Guide, Hunter and Aotor-writta.
by himself—to the livallast
and aasleat book to sell that
baa appeared for years. AgenU alreadyat work are
making big sales.
Bales. Sand at once and secure territory.
For circulars and lllwralterms apply to
II. N. UINOKLRY,M South Canal St. Chicago, 111

MOLLEB'8

eruptions, relieves the pain of burns, banishes
pimples and blotchesfrom the skin, and has
proved to be eminentlysuccessfulin remedying rheumatism and soreness of the throat and
chest Sold by all Druggists.

__

,1°^* iirt ifr#k th.,t
Chanoa foFall to make

BUFFALO

'nUNT^fl^EMEDY

cures Dropsy. Gravel and
Diseases of the Kidneys. Bladderand Urinary
Organa, bend for pamphlet to
wll. R. CLARK. Providence.R. I.
O valuable rocelpte: Preservation of Natural Flowers—
O rliotograph-palnting
on Olass— Domeatio Chromoiwlnting.Full dlrectlons-lOc each, or ’A for SAc.
W I CAPKN, 41W WJlJxth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

_

Agenta Wanted everywhere
to sell hi fainiilos,
hotels and

PORE
—
-- — TEAS.
-- -- .Urge consumers;largest

_

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

tr—

new

all

H'y.Nt.Paul, Minn.

stock in the country ; quality and terms the best.
try storekeeners should call or write
Fulton 8t., N.
P. O. Box

nourishment. Do

HUNT’S REMEDY

Mainly In tho Famous

A.

WEEKLY MflMENGEK.

L
AGtJSiySS?

rhouaandso
Inabilityof mothers to furnish proper
not fail to use Ridge’sFood.

3,000,000 ACRES
OF

Times whan any

man or woman can make 8-1 a
gattlng subscribersfor tha
This paptr

PRICK,

To the best lands, In tha best climate, with the best
markets, and on the best terms, alon* the 8t. Paul,
Minneapolisk Manitoba R'y, (late St. Paul k Pacitic.)

RED RIYER VALLEY

|«|

J

(astabltohed 1811) to a large, sUht-pr ge sheet, forty-eight
oolumna,no advertisements.It la a pure family paper,
oholoe readingand tine pictures.
with ol

US

D

NATIONAL PUBLISHING
IM IT Talk about Hard

N. Y.

&

EXO

ing two unerring rules for success mailed free
to any person upon application.

Address,

(X^^kOT.*!

YOUNG MEN«ritM."2 r\A

AGENTS WANTED.

D.

r.o'lrJiS »«
Tf agenTsWaNted ram

HISTORYofubWORLD
eaEEiBum.lriV'j:isms? fJLcontains
6T* tins blstorioalengruvlng-and 1MO

375.87 Profits In 30 Duyn.

What $10 has done in Wall street by legitimate stock speculations.Pamphlets contain-

Tic Great Aurnrin Tea Crapauy,

A CO., Cincinnati, 0.

InvestedIn Wall 8t Stocks make*
roriuneserery month. Book sent

!K30RrX)f9

A complete,brilliantand authentichistory of his "Tour
Around the World "-eplendidly llluatrated-together
with a new, carefully writtenand hUtorically accurate
history of hla entire Militaryan, I Cirll Career. Ily the
renowned Historian and Traveler, How. J.T. Hkadi.f.t.
A mlUlonpeople in thia countrywant this book today.

pm

w«vwv

WH1TCHKR

Addreaa BAXTER 4

ILLUSTEATXDlife ahd travels of'

For circulars k

W. P.

new

and wonderfulInrentlona.Mamma wLif mv. Sarapie free. Addreaa SHERMAN A CO., klar.hall, Mich.

On long time, low prices and easy payments.

last year.

™

coat. Basil
largs liuyars.HM
Naw terms FREE.
usual

THK WKLL8 TRA
Thia Clnlm-llouae EeUsbllahed ItMUk
Y.
4MO.
Prof. Richardson considere absinthe COMPANY, SOI
drinking worse than opium eating. In
REWARD
Blind, Itching, or Ulcerated
the worst examples, the absinthe drinker becomes a confirmed epileptic. One
immediate relief, cures cases
or two wineglassfuls of it a day will proof long standing in 1 week,
and ordinary cases in 2 days.
fine six-foot wheel locomotive.There duce permanent dyspepsia. “A more
New Law. Thousands of Soldiers and heirs entitled.
Pensionsdate back to discharge or death, rims limited.
were a lot of railroad moguls on board, consummate devil of destruction could
CAUTION
Address,with sUmp.
trrapper hat prlHttaonU in black a die afS’imuand
(iEOHGE E. LEMON,
and the object was to make the best not be concocted.”
l)r. Jr. Milfrr't C gnat nr r, Vhila, «| a bolLe. Sold
P. O. Drawer
Washington. D. C.
time we could. They were to ring the
Gaps made in the flesh by abscesses and ulgong when the speed was a mile a min- cers speedily disappearwithout leaving a scar,
COD-LIVEtt till
ute. I thought we were making it for when Henry’s Caubolic Halve is the agent MASON&HAiyiLIN CABINET ORGANS
employed to beal them. This standardarticle
hr.t by HIGHEST HONORS AT ALL
some time before the bell rung. At cures the worst sores, eradicatescutaneous Demanetrattii
MOLLER’5
WORLD’S EXPOSITIONSFOR TWELVE YEARS,
length,

Tbs vary baat goods
direct from tbs Imriare at Half
Jortrei
H»lf tbs
tha

8®

is

SI,

AHEAD

All the Tine.

C.

f},lanufactory'|R/iniEBORO.Yl

CO., Boston.

II.DHeon&Co..J, E, Dlteoii

N.Y.

843 Broadway.

f)E!t ChutnutSt. Phils.

To >et thia valuable Family Paper
with this Intereatinsatorjr yoa
ehould remit at once. Addreaa

The

Ledger. Chicago, III.

Charleatown,

Mas*.

«

I

A
HE SMIIH

Util

CO.

pointed a commission, and, after a labor
of sixteen months, an avenue of sphinxFirst Eatabllahed I Moat Successful!
es, 600 feet long, was laid open, the pedTHFIIt INSTRUMENTS have a standard
value in all the
estals or statues being perfect in every
instance. This was paved, and led to
the mausoleum of the Sacred Bull,
where these objects of worship had
been entombed for several dynasties. ^ Bvtrjwlwt recognized aa the FINEST
There were found three separatechambers of temples, the latest where dates
were found— 650 B. C.— being the only Made and In use. New Dealgna conatantly.
and loweat pricea.
one now open. One cannot help feel- beat work 49*
Bend for a Catalogue.
ing interested in every detail of such a
place. There were the long avenues, TntSlopp.WillbmSlMi.lba
broad and high, hewn in the solid rock,
while all along the sides are deep recesses where are now standing the sarcophagi of the bulls. Twenty-five erb the Old Re!iab\Conc«ntrated Lyt
fect ones stand in one archive, each one
weighing forty tons, and many of them
SOAP-MAKING.
fully engraved with figures, representH*rfing life, deatli and immortality. But it
/r IS FULL WUOHf AND BTRENGTS.
is no more wonderful to see them where
The market Is floodedwith fao-called) Concentrated
they are than to understandhow they lylch la adulteratedwith salt and rosin, and teonl
were put there. One which was preSAVE MONET, AND BUT HU
sented to the French had been abandoned when moved some little distance,
as too heavy to be taken away. They
are thirteen feet long, eleven feet high,
MADE BY THE
and seven feet deep, and, although many Pennsylvania Salt Manufg Co,
of the edvers have been removed, nothPHILADELPHIA,

few applications of

this preparation will

remove

Freckles, Tan, Sunburn, Pimples or Blotches on the Face,

and render the Complexion dear and fair. For Softening
and Beautifying the Skin it has no equal. Price 50 cents.
LEADING MARKETS
Sent by mail, post paid, for 75 cents. Address
OF THE WORLD!

OVER

80,000

§APONIREfl>

»

FOR FAMILY

SaponifieR

JOHN

F.

HENRY, CURRAN A CO.,
24 College Place,

our soth Descriptive Illustrated Price Llafc for Fall of
1879 will be sent to any address upon receipt of NINE
CENTS. It containsprleee
of over 10,000 articles with

Y.

N.

PENSIONS MSSfig

ARE MAID

every soldier disabled In line of
duty, by accident or otherwise.A WOtJKD of

over 1.000 Illustrations.NO

VinegaR

PERSON who

contemplates
ii, paid from rtate or diKcnarge.
the purchaseof any article CLAtXM. OFFICE HR' A CCO VNTM METfor personal or family use,
TLED, REJECTED Ctuerm RE-OPENED
Send stamp n>r rircmur.or 96 tm. for Book. Ads ho a Id fall to send for a
copy. Wo sell moat every drew, JK J. CUMMIXeSl CO. Washington,D.C.
elans of roods known to the
civilizedworld. We sell all
our goods at wholesale

I

°1§F

CURED FREE

I

t

prices

direct

to the con-

sumer tno middle men)*
The onlr house in America
who make this their special
business. One of these, valuable

ence
ancTswO Watms
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,

ITmutaryI
land Band l nifonn*.— OflWr*' Equipment*, I
( !)[>-, i'-.,m:w!p Lr ,Vf. C. UllryA: Co., |
| I Coluinbii., Ulno. St ml/or l‘nee Lut<.
j Firemen’iCap*. Pelt*,and Shirls.
'
!

<

|

Pn. H. O.

ROOT

I

H3

P*arl 8tre*i.

Nw

York.

^

aN.u.

;

No.

341

j

WHEN
WRITING TO ADVKUTIHKKM,
vv please aay you saw the advertise aieat
hi

tb& paper,.

|anucw’ Column.
Work

Hints for the

BEST IS CHEAPEST THOUGH.

Fall Grain.— This mouth,

is the usual

From

time for sowing wheat and rye.

BAKING

the

10th to the 15th' is the most popular time,
but

it

is a question if it is nut better

darlier.

On any

sow

to-

oughly well rooted and tillered,and if
tillering is not eflecetedbefore winter, it will rarely take place to any
great extent in the spring. As the yield

Male fin
Becommended by

tillering, the promise of an

early sown crop,

is

_

which the iutelligeutreader will adaptto

TRADE MARX,

The great Eng-TRADE
Huh remedy, an

cicu instances.

Flour

FURNITURE.

experience proves the value of superphosspecial festillizer of
in-

forms us, that he has used 500 lbs. to the

& Feed.

see

»

n

The best and cheapest place

rr

Abuse; as

Before

to

miens

ACRE
- — ---

I

FURNITUR

LossTaking,
or in
\

E

the city of Holland, is at the

STORE

K

BRICK

on

OVA

and that the crop

this year,

has paid

CARPETS,

THE GRAY MEDICINE

Early corn will be ready for cutting this
Jmounlh, and

much more

the stalks will be

valuable when cut green than

if

left to lie

killed by the frost. Frosted corn fodder
will not cure well, and

Whem

is

damaged

the grain is well glazed,

on the surface, the crop
ly cuttiug helps early

may

No.

be

A new

cut. Ear-

curing, allows the

the fodder to be housed before winter.

Holland. Aug.

&

SONS.

17, 1878.

At

much labor and

loss. Some

of handtbrashed

is

is

ALL PAPEIl,

H

cumins, WILLOW- WARE,

PICTURES,

I have the most complete line of I'lidertakin"
materials from the cheapest coffin to the Cfieb rated
mttal selfsealing casket, on hand.

and

a fine lot of

A

much wanted

which will last more than
one season, and will serve for corn and

a

oil TABLE-CLOTHS, cheap,
by the yard.

u

see
*e

my gccds.

vO

beautifulvariety of Dress Goods,
Ginghams, Calicoes, bleached and unbleached sheetings, etc.,

a sc

i

W.
Holland, Mich.,

J7c

as,

WARKEK.

July 1st, 1879.

21-Hm

s

etc.

A

stock of Boots and Shoes
that defy competition

other grain. Osier willows may be pro-

THE CURTIS TURBINE!
At a recent .e-»i irave
4 a- OO |»«r cent.
A lull Uencriplion.
I

for shcat-bands.

Potatoes— Early poatoes should be dug
without delay. A few rains will start the
ripe tubers into new growth, to their in-

jury. Late

potatoes should be thoroughly

cleared of beetles, before
prevent the larvai

it

tile I'urhin, U.vurltr,
Send lor a Copy.

Our stock of

Groceries is complete— in-

GATES

cluding all kinds of Canned goods,

Offdensburafc N.Y.

be on hand

evi co

Tr.i

Gin at

Candies, JCnis,
P.

Holland, July

in trxn,

fruit-raiser will

but on the alert to learn
tors

how

A. L.

25, 1879.

HOLMES,

IF.

F.

HAUL IS.

Manufacturersof and dealers In

BOOTS & SHOES,

than the

money value

No. 71 Washington street,

greater importance,
of

any prize he may

Grand Haven,

- -

Mich.

bat recentlyformed our co-partnership,
secure. Too many go empty handed, and weHaving
wish to inform our fellow-citizensof Grand
Haven
and
surrounding towns that we have a fine
seeing what others bring, remark that
stock of Ready Made Goods of all descriptions,
they have better than that at home. Such which we offer for sale cheap. However,

persons make theranlves very disagreeable, and deserve no better treatment,

than

statementsmet with—

"We

to have their

don’t believe it.”

These grumblers and

boasters of wbat they left at borne, are an
injury to every fair, especiallythe smaller

Academic Deportment only 91.00 per term
More than fifty young men aro now in attendanci
whoso bo(ird,room-rent and incidentals do not
cost them over $7-1 a year.

Five Departments,— Academic, Theological

Slippers, Etc. Etc.
at

Hillsdale College.
Instruction thorough. Good moral and religioui
influences.Expenses very low. Tuition in th«

will look upon the knowledge he can gain

much

Commercial,Art and Music. In tho Academic foul
courses,— ClassicalScientific.Philosophical, am
Normal ; besides Elective Studies and Preparatory
Courses. Beautiful location,and fine new build
ings. Sixteen Instructors. Fail Term commencel
Sept. 3. For Cataloguessend to

Custom Made Goods Another
will

DURGH, or C. B. BILLS, Sce’y.
Hills&ale, Mich.

Pres. D. ff. C.

Sten Forward!!

remain our Specialty.

Quality of work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice.
A. L HOLMES & CO.
GiUND Haven, Mich., March 1st, 18711. 4^-tf

Hardware Store

neighbors

up:

it

should be

change

Compact, Substantial. Economical and easily managed.
Guaranteedto worn well and
give full power claimed. 'I he
Engine and boiler comph-te.
including governor, pump,
etc. (and boxing) at the low

free to ask, (and

may come

a time for the liberal ex-

of thought and

price of
a Horse Power ...... 3 242.00
4‘4
•• ....... 283.00
....... 343.50

experience. Those

who simply go around and

"
“

see, are not

gaining tho information that the opportunity offers. The County fair should be
talked of, for weeks before it

C.”

MELIS.

can now be purchased

terests one in a fair, as being an exhibitor.

too,) any questions that

49-ly

»

TEIE HOlvlESTEAD
OR

BONE BLACK

FERTILIZER.

JAMES LEFFEL &

CO.,
Springfield.Ohio.

BANKING.

that nil the people of the region will learn

that "so and so” is to exhibit "this and
»hat” and thus awaken interestand secure
competitiou. Those who cun do so should
go, and lake their best thing, to the State
fair;-but the flrst duty is to the fairs nearest home. While it is wise to give to the
fairs all the time that can he afforded, the
work at home must not he neglected, as
the season’s profits depend larely upon
the way the crops of the orchard and gardDoes a general Banking,Exchange, and Coll
en are cared for, picked, packed, and tion business. Collections made on all points
marketed .—.1 mencan Agriculturist.
tho United States and Europe, Particular att<
tion paid to the collectionsof Banks and Banke
[This article reminds us of a former Remittances made on the day of payment,j
hnrdnesilntrnsted
to me shall hove prompt ath
proposition to organize an association for tion. Interest allowedon time deposits, snbji
this colony. A colony fair would be a to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought a
sold. Tickets to and from all points In Eure
good thing for this city, and be popular sold at my office.
the farmers.

Come, who

will

launch

COM

it

M\m,

Fimitars- Coin, Sera;;
Etc,
RIVER STREET. HOLLAND Midi.

from

FOR SALE.
1

ILLION

M
.

’croom,Advice to llutbandt,Advice to
Wive*, froititnUon,
it* cautei, Celibacy and Matrimon)’ comtired, Co
oniogal dutie*.Conception, Continemeot, Love and
Courtthip.
p. ImjK-.Iimenti
fm|>eJlmentito Marriage In
in male anti
and female, sell
Science
of Reproduction, Sin*le Life comidered. Law of Marri
’.arriefe,
Law of Divorce,Leeal right*of mirried womrfc etc.,, Indud.
inf Dlse-uos peculiarto Women, theircame* and treatmen. A l«>ok for privite and con»iden!e readinj.ol 320 pages,
vlia full 1 Ute Lng'aringt,bp mail,aecled, for 60 centa.

TO RENT.

9-ly
A

WEEK

JACOB VAN PUTTEN.

your own town, and no c
utal risked. You can give the bnsinei
prise, and establishit.— Ed.]
I trial without expense The belt oppor
- LMty ever offeredthose willing to work,
Wallingford, Conn., reports a 8*ycar-old should try nothing else nnMl yon see for yom
what you can do at the business we offer. Nor
Jersey cow owned by Mr. Halley, of New. to explain here. Yon can devote all your
or only yonrsparetime to the business, and rr
II iven, Conn., as giving three times her
great pay for every hour that you work. Wo
weight of milk iu June Iasi, and a yield of make as much as men. Send for special pH
terms and particulars,which we mail free.
59 Pis. of hotter from the month's milking. Outfit free. Don’t complainof hard tlm *s w
y-'u
have such a chance. Addre-a H. H.VLL1
—.1/H. Agriculturist.
& CO., Portland,
10In

I

Maine.

Premisesrecently occupiedby W. C. Melis, west
of Hope Church Parsonage,
Inquire of
H. D. POST.

“THE PRIVATE MEDICAL ADVISER"
on Syphilis,Goncrrhcoa, Gleet,Stricture, Varloocele, Ac., »Uo on Spermatorrhoea, Sexual Debility, and
Impotency, from .Self-abuse and Dxcei.e*,causing
tuiingSi
Seminal
U.iiiiuioni. Nerv
rvoiiine**,
Avenion to Society,Confo*
uiion of
Ideaa,1'hviical Decay, Dimneta of Sight,DefectiveMemory,
Lon of Sexual I'ower.etc.,making marriage improper or
unhappy, riving ti
treatment,and a great many valuablereceipta
for tiie cure uf
oft'
all privated.tcatei ; 224 pag’d, over 60 plaUa,
Xanhoodami Womanhood.10 ewc vend ail threeof the
above described booki,
nicelybound in ono volume. conUinioir BOO pans and over
ini) illustrations, and embracingeverything niathe generative ayatem that ia worth knowing. ITlceombnod volume n
positively the moat populnr Medical Hook published.
The Author is an e\i>erionced physicianof many
year* practice,(ns i* well known', ami the advicegiven,
and rule* for treatmentlaid down, will ha found ot great
value to thoae aiittering from impuritiesof me aratem, early
error*,lost vigor,or any of the numerou* trouble*coming
under the head of “Private" or “Chronic" disease*.—
1’oitage(tamps taken in payment forany of thesebooks.
d?e.ll»ad

Adtlre."Leetureon

FOR ONE DOLLAR

acquired a national reputation for skill in the treatment ot
chronic diseases and complirated
case*. Syphilis,(.onnrrhiea, lilret MricUre,Oretillla, all trlnary Trunblw, Syphilitic or Xereurtal affection*of the throat, akiu or bone*
treated with suceeu,withont using Mercury,

biit

!>r mafl and etpre*.,
where po**ib!c.
pcnoDaiconsultation preferred,which is FREE and invited
' DR. BUTTS Invite*all pmon* loffering from RUP-V
TURK to send him tbelr name and sddrau, and bertby
assena th»m that they will leam •omstklai to lb air I
edvenUgo. — It ia not • Truaa.
.All communicationsstrictlyconfidential,and should be
IddnssadtoD1L UU1TS’. 1/North 8th St-.
f
St. Louis. Mo.

(

CONSUMPTION CURED!

MORTGAGE SALE.
r\EFAULT having been made in the conlJ ditioils(whereby the power of sale therein
has become operative) of a certain mortgage, executed by George M. Willey, on the third day of
April. A’. I). 1870. to Mary K. 8oulc and recorded in
the office of the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa
county and State ol Michigan, on the sixth day of
April,A. I). 1876. aforesaid at twelve o'clock,noon
of that day. in Liber No. 5 of Mortgages, on page
281, on which said mortgage there is claimedto lie
due and unpaid at the date of this notice, the sum
of four hundred and five dollars($405.00) principal
and interest, and no proceedingsat law or in
equity having been instituted to collectsaid snm
due theteon, or any part thercot; Now therefore,
by virtue of the power of sale ns aforesaid,notice
Is' hereby given that on Tuesday tho seventh
day of Octohor, next. (187!t)at two o'clock in
the afternoon, at the front door of the Court
House, (tiie place of holding the Circuit Court) in
the city of Grand Haven in said county of Ottawa,
said mortgage will be foreclosed by the sale of the
premisestherein and hereinafter described, or so
much thereof as shall he necessary to satisfy and
pay the amount due on said mortgage, with interest and cost of advertisementand sale, together
with an attorneyfee of twenty-five dollars, provided for in said mortgage In case of foreclosure.
Said mortgaged premises are describedin said
mortgage and will be sold ns follows, to wit: the
west-half of the east-halfof the south east quarter

Tho undersigned,nn old and retired phynicion, of section thirty-two (82) town seven (7) north, of
having been permanently cured of the much range fifteen (’’i) west, in the county of Ottawa
dreaded dl#ea*}CONSUMPTION, by a simple and State of Michigan, togetherwith the appurremedy, i» anxious to make known to his fellow- tenances thereunto
Dated Giunu Haven. July 3rd. A. D. 1879.
sufferersthe means of cure. To all who desire it.
MARY K. SOULE. Mortgagee.
he will send a copy of the prescription used, FREE
Samuel L. Tate, Attorney for Mortgagee. 22-18w
OF CHARGE, with directions for preparing and

belonging. ^

using the same, which will be found a sure cute for
Ooruumplion,Catarrh,Bronchitit, Aethma, A>rtoventu,etc., <ftc„ etc, Address with stomp.—

ALSO THE

Champion Drill
Which will now sow grain and the fertilizer at
the same time. This cheap method of fcrtLizing
has but recently been Introduced In this locality,
as is giving very good satisfaction.

BANKER,
Call and see the Patent Hay
HOLLAND. - - MCIHIGAN. Forks, and numberless

among

to its

HAIR RENEWER

Hcstoresthe Hair
Original C<'h>r, and prevents

i

SUPERPHOSPHATE

comes, so

out on this, throw his weight in this enter-

LEE’S

PATIENTS TREATED

WM.

with their
and making the fair what it
should be. There is nothing that so inothers, instead of taking hold

answer

Sc

j. P. Lkk, Chicago, III.

OR-BuilSLfcaSABY

AT THE

one*. They stand aloof and discourage

Every person should feel

MEYER
DEALERS IN

WOMAN

& A. STEKETEE.

A. L. Holmes & Co.
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at the fairs with his best fruit,
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and garden, there are the various fairs and

The wide-awake

CROUP,

the City of
Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot i>, Block F, Lot 0. Block G, West A edition $175
each: Lot 18. Block 8. Lot ti. Block 11. South West
Eigth Street, - :
Ilollnml Mich. Addition $176 each. Lots 1. 2, 3. 4. 5 & 6 in Block
R— ly
25, as organized pint near the a!. L. S. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $800 each.
Also ti lots West of First avenue at $125 each. Tho
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
thf
the following Lots 10. 11. 12. 13. and 14. in Block
A larre, new and complete Quids to
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and i in Block II. The above will
Wedlock, containinir. with many othere,
Oii follow •,)( chapter*!A eompetoot
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
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1 cnipcrimenti,comnaltibia
I and incompatible.Sterility
in women,
M. I). HOWARD.
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than

the most successfulshould be
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Both these remedies ar»* for Milo at
Dn. SCilotTE.N’s Drug Store.
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gatherings, from which the experience of
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rpilE followingdescribedLots in

Notes on Orchard and Garden Work.

one. Aside from the ingatheringof
the maturing products of bis own orchard

MA( ALISTER’S Cough Mixtureloosens the
ph'egm.and acts like a charm in cases of

fulling out.

the __

mouth of the
gardener, iu more senses
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CXTBTIS.

the
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Extra Fine Remedy for
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ground lor maturing. It is the last brood Olir
of insects which stocks the ground for

orchardist and

COUGH MIXTURE.

power, price, etc.. U
given in an extra ol

Eastern Salt always on hand.

is too late to

from retiringto

Macallister’s

Those who arc troubled with coughing at night,
can find immediate relief.

this purpose,

grown

Lai gc sample package sent free on receipt of 15
cents, to pay postage and mailing. Agents wantei.
Address J, p. Mountain, u'gdensburg. N. V.
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PEACH TARLETON. Call viand

a permanent and strong sheaf-band for

fitably

G. J Tk VAARWERK.
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
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aud strong bands. What
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all and see the stock, no
trouble to show goods.
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In Shocking Corn, the use of good bands
will save
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and most beautiful.
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latest

CO.,

Mechanics' Block. Detroit,Mich.
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free
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I'ain In tho Back, Dimness of Vision. Premature
I
Old Age, and many other diseases that lead to In
handsomly for the outly. Where a small- *"city or Consumption, and a PrematureGrave.
where can be found the largest and most complete
tST" Pull particularsin our pamphlet, which we
er quantity was used, the yield was unsatstock of all kinds of FURNITURE,
desire to send free by mull to every one. f^rThe
SpccillcMedicine is sold bv all druggists at ?! per
isfactory.
packaffe,or six packvges for $.-).or will be sent free
Cohn should be cut as soon as it is ready. by mall on receiptof the money by addressing,
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unfailingcure for
I

Fertilizer for Wheat.— Every year’s

wheat. An experiencedwheat grower
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trouble to show goods.

Gray’s Specific Medicine.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

of localities; we give general information,

a
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to meet every case in ft
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We

or other
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Burned out by the Into Fire we re-openedin of Holland and vicinityto the new and handsome
ourmw store just completedut our old stand on addition I have made to my stock consisting of

cannot be

hints, it is obvious,

phate of lime, as
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attacks of the Hessian fly must be consid-
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ALUM
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THE BEST AWP STRONGEST MADE.

strong growth may be looked for, and the

his

of Tartar.

adulteration found in this Powder,

LEWIS’ FLAVORING

Exceptionsto this Rule occur with
very rich soils, where an excessively

made

Cream

We will pay $1000,00 for any

better than that of a

late one.

ered. The

Befiiefl Grape

the Brooklyn (N. Y.) Board of Health, and by the flrst
chemists In the United States.

-
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hut very rich soils, it

takes some time for the crop to get thor-

depends on the
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of
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DR. C. STEVENS, Brockville, Ont.

___ FREE
____
SENT
_

(40 to

and poHtpoid—Tur.

_
BeVKBLY DtMMET
f;5CA8fi
fiT5 CaSH per
tier wo«-k
w oi-k to ull,
all, at
at Is me or traveling.

Something

new.

Aridrem, Tlxi BeverlyCo., Chicago.

1879. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1879.
Millinery and Fancy Goods.

other articles, useful

and necessary.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Wanted-Bones! Bones!

_

by the pound or wagon load, for which the
highest market price will be paid.
29-1
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$fl,nO0 a year, or

In your own
Women do as
make more

Flowers, Laces, Embroidery, Kuching,

0. MELIS,

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

$3 to A20 a dsy

locality.No

risk.

well as men. Many
than the amount stated

fail to make money fast. Any
one can do the work. Yon can make fromftOcts.
to $2 an hour by devoting your evenings and spare
time to the hnslness.It costs yon nothingto trv
the business.Nothin? like It for money making
ever offeredbefore.Businesspleasant and strict
ly honorable. Reader, if yon want to know Hi|
about tho best paving business before the public
send ns your address and we will send you full I
particulars ana private terms free- samplesworth
35 also free; you can then muke r p yonr mind for
voitrself.'Address
STINSON A ro
Portland,
jO-jy

Hosiery, Gloves, Fans, Parasols, Shawls, Saeques,
• Circulars, Dolmans,

above. No one can
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